ABSTRACT: Highly oxygenated organic molecules (HOM) are formed in the atmosphere via autoxidation involving peroxy radicals arising from volatile organic compounds (VOC). HOM condense on pre-existing particles and can be involved in new particle formation. HOM thus contribute to the formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA), a significant and ubiquitous component of atmospheric aerosol known to affect the Earth's radiation balance. HOM were discovered only very recently, but the interest in these compounds has grown rapidly. In this Review, we define HOM and describe the currently available techniques for their identification/quantification, followed by a summary of the current knowledge on their formation mechanisms and physicochemical properties. A main aim is to provide a common frame for the currently quite fragmented literature on HOM studies. Finally, we highlight the existing gaps in our understanding and suggest directions for future HOM research.
INTRODUCTION
Particles containing organic matter, termed organic aerosols (OA), are an important component of the atmosphere. They can affect climate either by interacting directly with solar radiation or by influencing cloud properties. Additionally, they can adversely affect human health. Organic aerosol is also responsible for a significant fraction of the total submicrometer aerosol mass. 1 Despite extensive research on this topic, the sources of OA are still uncertain. OA is divided into primary (POA) and secondary (SOA) fractions. POA is directly emitted into the atmosphere, largely from combustion process, and SOA is formed in the atmosphere by oxidation of volatile gas-phase organic compounds emitted into the atmosphere either by biogenic or anthropogenic activity. The gas-phase compounds can be either abundant volatile organic compounds (VOC, for example, even methane, in certain conditions, is able to form SOA 2 ) or less abundant but more potent intermediate volatile organic compounds (IVOC). 3 It has been estimated that SOA is the biggest fraction of the total organic aerosol. 3, 4 However, the contribution of VOC to the formation of atmospheric SOA remains unclear, especially in the growth of newly formed particles from molecular clusters up to cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) size, where abundant organic vapors with very low volatility are required.
Recently, it has been discovered that some VOCs, such as monoterpenes (C 10 H 16 ), are able to rapidly generate large amounts of low-volatility vapors 5 through a gas-phase process called autoxidation. 6 Through this oxidation mechanism, taking place under atmospheric conditions, it is possible to promptly form compounds such as C 10 H 14 O 9 or C 20 H 30 O 16 . These vapors, which we will refer to as highly oxygenated organic molecules or HOM, are the topic of this Review. The first HOM observations were reported in laboratory studies of the ozonolysis of monoterpenes, and the laboratory mass spectra closely corresponded to observations from the boreal forest. 5, 7, 8 Despite being a very recent discovery, the interest of HOM within the atmospheric science community has grown rapidly, spurring a wealth of follow-up studies. These range from detailed examination, both theoretical and experimental, of HOM formation mechanisms, to studies of the contribution of HOM to new-particle formation, and even estimates of the global importance of HOM for CCN concentrations. Great progress has been made in a short time, but at the same time the rapid developments have produced literature that is quite fragmented and potentially difficult to follow, as even the terminology has varied since the original studies. Furthermore, the chemistry itself is fascinating and of interest to a wide chemistry audience. For these reasons, we undertake this review in order to 1. More carefully define the term "HOM"
2. Summarize the current understanding on HOM formation mechanisms. 3. Discuss findings on the atmospheric importance of HOM 4. Highlight the existing gaps in our understanding and suggest where future research on HOM should be directed. Section 2 of this Review clarifies the terminology of HOM. Section 3 discusses HOM detection and the relevant observation methods. Section 4 describes our current understanding of the formation pathways of HOM, and section 5 describes their properties and final fates in the atmosphere. Section 6 summarizes the identified atmospheric impacts of these compounds and where they have been observed. Finally, we conclude the Review with a perspective highlighting the need for future HOM studies with suggestions on where efforts should be directed to answer the most pressing open questions.
HOM BACKGROUND
Both the term "HOM" as well as its definition have evolved over time, and it is extremely challenging for anyone new to the subject to follow the developments based on recent literature. This review attempts to summarize and clarify the current understanding. Detailed accounts on different aspects of HOM research are described in later sections, while the purpose of this section is to briefly clarify the key concepts and terminology. When discussing the term "HOM" in this section, it will be written in quotation marks. When referring to the HOM compound class, no quotation marks will be used, as usual. autoxidation is briefly described (section 2.1.1), as it is often an essential part of HOM formation.
2.1.1. Autoxidation Involving Peroxy Radicals. In the context of this review, we define autoxidation as the overall process in which a peroxy radical (RO 2 ) first undergoes an intramolecular hydrogen-atom shift forming a hydroperoxide functionality and an alkyl radical, to which molecular oxygen then rapidly attaches to form a new, more oxidized, peroxy radical. The importance of this reaction sequence (see Figure 1 for an example) has been identified in a variety of different systems (see, e.g., Crounse et al., 2013 , and references therein) but was long overlooked in the context of atmospheric chemistry. 9−11 Only quite recent investigations have identified the relevance of autoxidation in atmospheric oxidation chemistry. 5,6,9,12−17 Two other types of unimolecular mechanisms can also convert RO 2 radicals into new, more oxidized RO 2 radicals. First, in unsaturated RO 2 , such as those commonly formed in the oxidation of aromatics, 18 ring closure reactions can take place, forming a new RO 2 after O 2 addition. Second, if bimolecular reactions transform the RO 2 into an alkoxy radical (RO), it can undergo similar H-shifts as in Figure 1 , 19 ultimately forming new RO 2 . The first of these two reactions does not involve an H-shift, while in the second reaction the H-shift does not occur by a peroxy radical, and therefore neither is here defined as autoxidation involving peroxy radicals despite their similarity.
2.1.2. Highly Oxygenated Organic Molecules, HOM. The term "HOM" was initially defined through instrumental parameters for lack of a better description for the newly detected group of compounds. Recently our understanding of the composition and properties of HOM, as well as the selectivity of the instruments used to detect them, has increased considerably. The details of these insights are discussed in later sections, but in order to frame the rest of the review, we provide a set of criteria for classifying molecules as HOM. While we recommend that these criteria be used as guidelines in future publications for what constitutes HOM, each publication should explicitly define their usage of the term. We acknowledge that these criteria are not without potential problems, and these are discussed in conjunction with the specific criteria. Our aim is a definition which, as far as it is possible, agrees with the earlier usage of the term. At the same time, we do not in any way attempt to discourage the use of "highly oxygenated" for describing other types of molecules (e.g., sulfuric acid). However, it is our hope that the specific term "HOM" would be restricted to a certain group of compounds, as defined below.
Guidelines for classification of compounds as highly oxygenated organic molecules, HOM:
HOM Are Formed via Autoxidation Involving Peroxy
Radicals. Without this criterion, "HOM" would merely refer to any organic compound with high oxygen content.
This would make it impossible to distinguish HOM from other compounds with very different formation processes and time scales and chemical characteristics. Compounds with high oxygen content have been observed in SOA long before HOM were identified, yet many of them are likely formed through other processes than autoxidation. For example, MBTCA (3-methyl-1,2,3-butanetricarboxylic acid, C 8 H 12 O 6 ) and mannitol (C 6 H 14 O 6 ) have been identified as markers for terpene SOA 20 and airborne fungal spores, 21 respectively, but neither is formed via autoxidation and therefore we recommend that they not be classified as HOM. Chemically, the key distinction between HOM and other compounds with similar elemental compositions which may be found in the atmosphere is that HOM contain at least one, and often multiple, hydroperoxide, peroxide, or peroxy acid groups. We recognize that most instruments are unable to determine the formation mechanisms or the exact functionalities of the detected molecules, and ultimately the classification as HOM will require supporting evidence. In laboratory studies, the rapid formation of molecules with six or more O atoms, under conditions where multiple OH reactions are unlikely, can be seen as one strong indication. If similar spectra are identified in the atmosphere, these can be argued to be HOM as well. The experimental and computational evidence that led to the conclusion that the observed "HOM" are formed by autoxidation are summarized in section 4.1.
HOM Are Formed in the Gas Phase under Atmospherically
Relevant Conditions. The importance of autoxidation (generally defined as oxidation by O 2 , implicitly implying that other oxidants are not needed, or are needed solely as initiators) has been known for a long time in many systems, such as liquid-phase 22 and combustion 23 chemistry. However, the term HOM has only been used to describe compounds formed under atmospheric conditions, and it is useful to keep the term to describe compounds of atmospheric relevance. The primary purpose of this criterion is to exclude chemistry at elevated temperatures, e.g., those found in combustion engines, far above anything in the atmosphere, and such processes are not reviewed here. In this review, we consider only gas-phase HOM formation, and the subsequent fate of the formed HOM in both gas and condensed phases. It is currently unknown whether or not autoxidation involving peroxy radical H-shifts and O 2 addition is a competitive process also in the atmospheric condensed-phase; products of such processes are beyond the scope of our study. 3. HOM Typically Contain Six or More Oxygen Atoms. As "highly oxygenated" is a matter of definition, and will Figure 1 . Autoxidation in OH-initiated oxidation of ketones. Following reaction with OH, the ketone C 1 forms a peroxy radical (C 2 ) which undergoes an H-shift isomerization to form a hydroperoxide with a radical center on the carbon atom from which the hydrogen atom was abstracted (C 3 ). Subsequent rapid addition of O 2 forms a new RO 2 radical (C 4 ), which undergoes another H-shift, in this case terminating the autoxidation process by loss of an OH radical, resulting in a dicarbonyl hydroperoxide. In this scheme, the steps between C 2 and C 4 define the autoxidation. Adapted with permission from ref 6 . Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
generally depend on context, we propose this final criterion as a more explicit way to identify whether a compound could be classified as a HOM. Considering compounds like C 20 H 30 O 10 (O:C = 0.5) and C 2 H 4 O 2 (O:C = 1), only the former should be considered HOM, and therefore we include the absolute oxygen content as a criterion instead of O:C. We also acknowledge that a limit of six oxygen atoms is somewhat artificial, and in some cases also compounds with five oxygen atoms may be considered HOM. Similarly, pathways exist for molecules to reach six or more O atoms also without autoxidation, especially in cases where nitrate groups or dimers are formed. 237, 238 However, at six O atoms, a molecule already starts to be quite likely to have undergone RO 2 isomerization. Another reason to include a limit on the oxygen content is that certain molecules, like the dicarbonyl hydroperoxide formed in Figure 1 , can have undergone autoxidation and fulfils all other criteria, yet still only contain 3−4 oxygen atoms, and should thus not be considered HOM. While the above constraints are closely aligned with what has been meant by the term HOM in most earlier studies, we recognize that several complications and limitations apply. Therefore, our recommendation is that future studies will utilize the guidelines provided above, while explicitly defining why compounds were classified as HOM, and specifically addressing if certain criteria are not met (or it cannot be verified whether they are met or not).
HOM in Relation to Other Classification Schemes
HOM have been equated with other, more commonly used, classification schemes in earlier work (see section 2.3). With improved understanding of HOM properties and formation mechanisms, the connection between HOM and other compound groups is now more complete. Here, we start by defining volatility classes (section 2.2.1), which provide a framework for section 2.2.2 where we attempt to schematically relate HOM to other commonly utilized classification schemes.
2.2.1. Volatility Classes. A very common naming scheme for various organic compounds is based on their volatility, as presented by . 24 This scheme groups compounds into five classes based on their effective saturation concentration, C*, expressed in μg m . The classes are 1. Extremely Low Volatility Organic Compounds (ELVOC), with C* < 3 × 10 −5 μg m −3 . These are molecules that will condense onto essentially any pre-existing cluster and may as well participate directly in new-particle formation involving only other ELVOC. 2. Low Volatility Organic Compounds (LVOC), 3 × 10 −5 < C* < 0.3 μg m . These are molecules that will condense onto any sufficiently large particle but may not condense onto the smallest particles due to high curvature (the Kelvin effect). 3. Semivolatile Organic Compounds (SVOC), 0.3 < C* < 300 μg m . These are molecules that will exist in significant fractions in both the condensed and gas phases at equilibrium in the atmosphere. 4. Intermediate Volatility Organic Compounds (IVOC), 300 < C* < 3 × 10 6 μg m . These are molecules with relatively low vapor pressure that nonetheless are almost exclusively in the gas phase in the atmosphere. . These are molecules that are recognizably volatile under all circumstances and which, for the most part, dominate gas-phase oxidation chemistry in the troposphere. The exact boundary between these classes depends on context, and so we have provided their qualitative definitions in addition to their quantitative definitions. For example, the limiting saturation vapor pressure between ELVOCs and LVOCs was revised downward by a factor of 10 in Trostl et a., (2016) compared to because the compounds on that margin do not develop a sufficient supersaturation to condense on the smallest particles under many conditions found in the atmosphere. 25 The combined class (E)LVOCs (all pronounced "ell" VOCs) constitute molecules that condense to all but the smallest particles under almost all circumstances in the atmosphere. HOM primarily fall into this class, as seen in the following section.
2.2.2. Relations between the Concepts. With the definitions in the previous sections, we can map out the relation between HOM and other parameters in various ways. We provide different types of diagrams for visualizing the interrelations in this section but note that all of them should be read as indicative only. One reason is that our knowledge of HOM is not yet fully developed, and thus uncertainties in the relative and absolute positions of the different compound classes may yet shift slightly. Another reason is that we project compound classes onto parameter spaces where the classes are unlikely to have exact, well-defined boundaries. For example, higher oxygen content indicates a lower volatility, yet two molecules with identical elemental composition may have vastly different volatilities depending on their precise structure. 26 By our definition, HOM are a subset of products formed by autoxidation (peroxy radical isomerization products, PRIP), as shown in the simple Euler diagram in Figure 2 . The figure also includes the relevant volatility classes, showing that while PRIP may have various volatilities, HOM are primarily (E)LVOC, although some may be volatile enough to be classified as SVOC.
There are many commonly used parameter spaces in atmospheric chemistry, and we attempt to depict HOM and the volatility classes in some of these. First, if we position all molecules onto a grid defined by their carbon and oxygen numbers, we can easily plot where potential HOM can be found based on criterion 4 above (Figure 3) . Whether a molecule in the red-shaded area is a HOM or not is determined by how it was formed. Figure 3 also includes the main volatility classes, although the regions of the C−O space that they cover is less well-defined, and thus these regions correspond to our current best estimates. Another commonly used parameter space is that utilized in the 2D-VBS, 24 plotting molecules as a function of average carbon oxidation state and volatility. This is the space where the volatility classes were defined, which makes them easy to position onto the graph (Figure 4) . With estimates about average functionalities, we could also estimate the region where HOM would be observed in this parameter space. Again, the molecules in this red-shaded region will only count as HOM if they are PRIP.
Historical Naming Conventions
The scientific progress on HOM has been very rapid in recent years, and unfortunately the naming conventions changed during the process. This means that earlier work will in many cases not have followed the guidelines outlined in section 2.1.2. In this section, we will shortly describe the previously used terminology in order to clarify the evolution of "HOM" and to provide a reference for how to interpret earlier work.
In the first publication where "HOM" was used, 7 the molecules were described as "extremely oxidized pinene reaction products" and termed "highly oxidized multifunctional organic compounds", also abbreviated "HOM". A large number of later studies have used the term "HOM" as defined in this initial work. Once a follow-up study 5 was able to quantify HOM and relate them to SOA formation, a more well-established name was utilized, and they were collectively referred to as ELVOC. This assumption of extremely low vapor pressure was motivated in part by utilizing existing structure−activity relationships (SAR) (e.g., for the observed elemental compositions). 28 Ehn et al. (2014) also showed that the behavior of the observed molecules when in contact with chamber walls or aerosol particles was well-described when assuming nonvolatile molecules. 5 However, HOM, according to the current understanding, contain a high number of (hydro)-peroxide moieties, which is likely the reason for the SAR to under predict the vapor pressures of the compounds. Utilizing a quantum chemistry-based model to calculate vapor pressures for assumed HOM structures, a study 27 suggested that a large fraction of α-pinene HOM were more likely to fall into the volatility class defined as LVOC and some even potentially to SVOC. In addition, laboratory measurements at the CLOUD experiment in CERN showed that a significant fraction of HOM involved in new-particle formation and growth only participated in the growth-phase once particles were larger than ∼2 nm. 25 On the basis of these findings, the initial term "HOM" was found to be more suitable, although with the meaning "highly oxygenated molecules" to avoid any reference to the structure of the molecules. In this review, we incorporate the term "organic" explicitly into "highly-oxygenated organic molecules", in order to make the definition more descriptive.
Regardless of which exact terminology was used to describe the highly oxygenated organic molecules in earlier studies, they have in practice been defined in most studies by the observational method by which they were discovered, as discussed below. To avoid needless assumptions on functionalities or vapor pressures, which the mass spectrometric detection methods rarely have been able to provide, we recommend that the terms "highly oxidized multifunctional" and ELVOC no longer be used to describe HOM. The term ELVOC should be used in accordance with its initial definition: molecules with C* < 3 × 10 −5 μg m .
HOM DETECTION
HOM research would not have progressed even remotely to what it is today without the instrumental developments that led to their direct detection. The history of HOM research is thus closely intertwined with the history of instrumental advances, especially in the field of online chemical ionization mass spectrometry. Therefore, this section not only presents the techniques available for HOM detection but also includes (approximately in chronological order) the threshold moments that have led to our current understanding of HOM. In the following, we discuss the existing techniques for HOM detection in the gas (section 3.1) and particle (section 3.2) phases, and we outline the uncertainties and analytical challenges remaining for HOM detection, characterization, and quantification (section 3.3). Relation between HOM and volatility classes in carbon− oxygen space. On the basis of the criterion of minimum of six oxygen atoms (see section 2.1.2), potential HOM are easily depicted in this space. However, the other criteria also need to be met in order to justify the assignment as HOM. The positions of the volatility classes can only be roughly estimated, as the precise functionalities will determine the volatility of the molecules. We also note that most of the top left part of the figure depicts purely hypothetical molecular compositions, but the red shaded area is not restricted for simplicity. As HOM often contain other heteroatoms than C and O, such restrictions would depend on what molecules can be considered plausible. Relation between HOM and volatility classes in C*-OS C space. In this space, the volatility classes are well-defined, but the position of potential HOM will again depend on the exact functionality of the molecules. This C*-OS C space is discussed in more detail in section 5.1.
3.1. Gas Phase 3.1.1. Atmospheric Pressure Interface Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometer. The first observations of HOM were realized in the boreal forest in the form of N-containing ambient ions (e.g., C 10 H 14 NO 10 − , Figure 5A ), 29 but the elemental identification was only tentative at the time. The utilized instrument was the newly developed atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer (APi-TOF, Figure  6 ), 30 manufactured by Tofwerk AG, Thun, Switzerland, and . The ions are guided in the APi from atmospheric pressure through three differentially pumped chambers containing two short segmented quadrupoles and an ion lens assembly, respectively, to the TOF. The ions are orthogonally extracted into the TOF onto a one-or three-reflection flight path, and their mass is determined based on their flight times. The onereflection flight path ("V mode") in the most commonly used TOF analyzer (the HTOF) has a resolution R (R = M/ΔM, M = mass, ΔM = full peak width at half-maximum of signal) of 3000− 5000. Although used less frequently, the HTOF also has the potential for a three-reflection flight path ("W mode") which can achieve nearly twice the resolution, at the expense of ion transmission. The specified mass accuracy is better than 4 ppm (0.0004%). Some APi-TOF models are equipped with different mass analyzers, either a compact TOF (CTOF) with R ≈ 1000 or a long TOF (LTOF) with achievable R > 10000.
Chemical Reviews
The successful observation of HOM by the APi-TOF was a combination of several factors: high sensitivity to measure the low ion concentrations, high resolution to identify the elemental composition, and field deployability. Measurements of naturally charged atmospheric ions had already been conducted in the 1980s, 31, 32 but the low resolution of the employed quadrupole mass analyzers and their sharply decreasing transmission above a few hundred Th precluded identification of any sampled HOM.
Because the APi-TOF detects naturally charged ions, formed primarily from cosmic rays or radon decay in the atmosphere, the sensitivity of the instrument depends only on ion transmission (in addition to potential losses in sampling lines). For a well-tuned instrument, the transmission peaks around 1%. 30, 33, 34 The conclusive elemental identification of the HOM observed in the boreal forest were made in a targeted chamber study looking at naturally charged ions during monoterpene oxidation by ozone ( Figure 5B ). 7 Utilizing W mode (resolution ∼8000) and by varying conditions in the chamber, these experiments provided both the unambiguous elemental composition of the HOM ions as well as determination that the HOM were organic molecules clustered with NO 3 − . In other words, the C 10 H 14 NO 10 − was in fact C 10 H 14 O 7 ·NO 3 − . This study was also the first to use the term "HOM", although the abbreviation at that time was spelled out slightly differently (see section 2.3).
3.1.2. Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry. The main drawback of measuring naturally charged ions was the lack of quantification of the concentration of neutral HOM molecules. The realization that HOM were predominantly observed as clusters with NO 3 − meant that a chemical ionization (CI) source connected to the APi-TOF using nitrate as reagent ion 35 should efficiently detect HOM. Since then, chemical ionization mass spectrometry has become the dominant tool for HOM measurement, with the overwhelming majority of HOM studies cited in this review being based on data from the nitrate CI-APi-TOF. In the following, we describe the nitrate CI-APi-TOF as well as other variants of CI mass spectrometers used for HOM detection with different reagent ions or different configurations of the ion source.
Unfortunately, the naming conventions of the chemical ionization mass spectrometers are not always consistent, even though most of them contain the same APi-TOF mass spectrometer ( Figure 6 ). "CI-APi-TOF" commonly refers to an APi-TOF connected to an atmospheric pressure, Eisele-type chemical ionization inlet, 35 as described in the next section. The term "ToF-CIMS", on the other hand, has been used for instruments utilizing a low-pressure ion−molecule reaction (IMR) chamber coupled to an APi-TOF. 36 However, as this distinction is not consistent across publications and research groups, we additionally provide the less common name in the section headings. Some publications may also simply use the term "CIMS" to describe either of these two instrument types. This is also the most common term in cases where the mass spectrometer is not an APi-TOF.
3.1.2.1. Nitrate CI-APi-TOF/Nitrate ToF-CIMS. The selectivity of nitrate ions toward highly functionalized organic compounds (featuring at least two suitably located hydrogenbond donor functional groups such as hydroxy or hydroperoxy groups 37 ) makes them ideal reagent ions for the observation of HOM and their precursor RO 2 . The development of the nitrate CI-APi-TOF ( Figure 6 ) has thus greatly improved both HOM detection and quantification and facilitated the investigation of HOM formation pathways. 5, 38 The CI source added to the APi-TOF consists of a flow tube kept at ambient pressure based on the design of Eisele and Tanner et al. 39 Nitrate ions are created from nitric acid (HNO 3 ) in a sheath flow of clean air being exposed to either α radiation from a 10 MBq Am source, 35 a corona discharge, 40 or X-rays. 41 In the ion reaction tube, sheath and sample air flow concentrically, and the nitrate ions are directed from sheath into sample flow via an electric field. HOM are primarily ionized via cluster formation with NO 3 − (as the earlier APi-TOF measurements revealed). From there, the ionized HOM are guided to the APi-TOF via its critical orifice.
HOM concentrations are established using the ratio of HOMcontaining ions to reagent ions and a calibration factor C: Because of the lack of HOM standards, C is most often determined with sulfuric acid, 43, 44 or in some cases using other molecules, 5 with the assumption that HOM and the compounds used for calibration cluster with the reagent ion at similar, collision-limited, rates. Values for C commonly range between 10 9 and 2 × 10 10 molecules cm . An additional correction factor can be applied for mass dependent ion transmission, if determined separately, 33 45 Very recently, HOM detection in the positive mode with high sensitivity has been reported. 48 Protonated n-propyl amine (C 3 H 7 NH 3 + ) served as the reagent ion that forms stable clusters with HOM and less oxidized products as well. Calculated calibration factors have been used, identical to the approach with acetate, lactate, and pyruvate in the negative mode.
3.1.2.3. Acetate and Iodide ToF-CIMS. The ToF-CIMS consists of the same mass spectrometer and atmospheric pressure interface as the CI-APi-TOF, but it uses a different CI source. While the nitrate CI-APi-TOF is highly selective toward HOM, the ToF-CIMS has mainly been used for the detection of a wide range of oxygenated volatile organic compounds (OVOC) and inorganic radicals (Lee et al. 2014 , and references therein). 49 The CI source of the CIMS consists of a reduced-pressure ion−molecule reaction (IMR) region 36 kept at ∼100 mbar, with ports for up to two radioactive ion sources (Po-210, 10 mCi, NRD) oriented 90°apart and orthogonal to the sample flow ( Figure 6 ). Empirically determined sensitivities of the CIMS with acetate and iodide are ∼20 counts s −1 ppt −1 for molecules with masses >200 Da, 50, 51 which in the case of iodide represents its sensitivity toward multifunctional organic molecules at the collision limit. 52 With both acetate (proton abstraction) 51 and iodide (cluster formation) 50 as reagent ions, the detection of organic molecules with elemental formulas corresponding to HOM has been demonstrated in the field and laboratory. 49, 51, 53 However, as structural information is not available, it is not possible to say whether the highly oxygenated organic compounds detected by the acetate and iodide CIMS are the same as those detected by the nitrate CIMS.
In addition, discrepancies between time series of compounds with the same molecular formula measured by a CI-APi-TOF and a ToF-CIMS deployed simultaneously exist, 54 highlighting the need for further systematic comparisons of the different mass spectrometric techniques and reagent ions for HOM measurements in the gas phase.
3.1.2.4. Other Techniques. A proton transfer reaction-timeof-flight mass spectrometer using a new gas inlet and reaction chamber design (PTR3) was recently demonstrated to detect HOM, in good agreement with simultaneous measurements by CI-APi-TOFs. 48, 55, 56 With the new inlet (using center-sampling and thus reducing wall losses significantly) and new reaction chamber (with a 30-fold longer reaction time and a 40-fold increase in pressure compared to standard PTRTOF), HOM present in the parts per quadrillion per volume (ppqv) range in the atmosphere can be measured.
Zhao et al. developed the so-called Cluster-CIMS, featuring a similar NO 3 − CI source as Figure 6a , but adapted to a quadrupole mass spectrometer, for gas-phase HOM detection.
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Particle Phase
The uncertain fate of HOM in the particle phase (as described in section 5) is mainly due to the very limited detection methods of particle-bound HOM. Methods are often indirect, or they present measurements of compounds with molecular formulas corresponding to HOM but without information on formation mechanisms. In some cases, these are also proposed to form through different chemical processes than the products discussed in this review. Of the limited number of studies reporting particle-phase HOM observations, most are based on offline particle samples and subsequent analysis of the extracted compounds by mass spectrometry. In the following, we will discuss both offline and online methods that have been used in studies reporting HOM in the condensed phase.
3.2.1. Offline Techniques. HOM are expected to contain hydroperoxide functionalities, as discussed in section 4, and several studies have shown that such compounds decompose in SOA on time scales of hours or less. 58 In general, hydroperoxides are thermally unstable 59 and can decompose in water under dark conditions. 60 This reactivity, in addition to sensitivity toward different analytical steps (sampling, extraction, etc.) that are typically used to achieve molecular characterization via offline analyses, may severely limit the use of offline techniques to provide new insights on HOM molecular structures. Despite these limitations, the majority of reported HOM detections in the particle phase are based on offline techniques. Further, because a major role of HOM is in particle nucleation and growth below 3−10 nm diameter, 25, 61 even if HOM decompose into a more volatile molecule after an hour or so, the HOM may have effectively "done their job" in creating and nursing particles to a size where they can continue to grow.
Mutzel et al. identified around a dozen HOM, 62 and a similar number of highly oxidized organosulfates (HOOS) believed to result from HOM acting as precursors in the particle phase from filter samples from both field and laboratory. Filters were derivatized with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH), and the samples analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography electrospray ionization coupled to time-of-flight mass spectrometry (HPLC/ESI-ToFMS) and UPLC/ESI-Q-ToFMS. Derivatization with DNHP also yields structural information, and this study thus showed the presence of carbonyl groups in the detected compounds.
Molecules containing multiple peroxide functionalities (C 8−10 H 12−18 O 4−9 monomers and C 16−20 H 24−36 O 8−14 dimers) have been identified in α-pinene SOA. 63 Those researchers analyzed filter samples with an electrospray ionization (ESI) drift-tube ion mobility spectrometer (DTIMS) interfaced to an APi-TOF. In this instrument, HOM molecules are cationized by the attachment of Na + during ESI operated in the positive ion mode. Condensed-phase HOM were compared to molecules detected in the gas phase by iodide CIMS for evidence of their gas-to-particle conversion.
Krapf et al. used a long path absorption photometer (LOPAP) to measure condensed-phase OOH functional groups in α-pinene SOA formed in the laboratory collected on filters.
58 They derived HOM yields from the resulting peroxide yields by assuming that HOM are composed of an average of about two OOH functional groups per molecule.
Tu et al. identified molecular formulas corresponding to HOM of nine compounds in biogenic SOA using a flow-tube reactor. 64 They collected the particles on a Teflon coated, glass fiber filter, which then was extracted with an acetonitrile/water solution to prevent esterification of acid groups. The samples were analyzed by a Q extractive hybrid quadrupole-orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) coupled with a heated-electrospray ionization (HESI) probe. Indirect information on the fate of HOM in the particle phase was derived from LC-MS and an aerosol flowing atmosphericpressure Afterglow mass spectrometer (AeroFAPA-MS) measurements of particulate HOOS in central Europe. 65 These measurements support the hypothesis of HOOS being formed by reactions of gas-phase HOM with particulate sulfate. Unstable HOM were speculated to be intermediates in the formation of high-molecular weight esters measured by liquid chromatography/electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (LC/ESI-MS). 66 
Online Techniques.
There is only a small number of studies using online methods to detect HOM in the particle phase. Indirect indication of particulate HOM was presented by Zhang et al., 67 who used a particle-into-liquid sampler (PILS) integrated with UPLC/ESI-Q-ToFMS to demonstrate that hydroperoxy derivatives of pinonic acid are components present in the particle phase with molecular formulas corresponding to HOM.
A filter inlet for gases and aerosols (FIGAERO) 51 was recently developed for the ToF-CIMS. The FIGAERO represents a quasi-online method of particle analysis, as it collects particles on a Teflon filter and subsequently desorbs them by a heated nitrogen flow. The desorbed molecules enter the IMR, where they are ionized and detected analogously to ToF-CIMS gasphase sampling. The high sensitivity of the ToF-CIMS allows for relatively short sampling times even in remote areas (on the order of minutes to an hour). At the same time, thermal decomposition demonstrably influences the resulting mass spectra from FIGAERO measurements 51, 68, 69 (and other desorption-based analysis methods), which may present certain limitations to HOM detection. However, laboratory and field measurements using the FIGAERO−CIMS with acetate and iodide as reagent ions 51, 53, 70 demonstrate the potential of this technique for detection of organic molecules potentially attributable to HOM within the particle phase.
Uncertainties and Analytical Challenges of HOM Detection
In the previous paragraphs, we have outlined the various techniques available for HOM detection in both gas and particle phase. The typically low volatilities of HOM lead to low concentrations and a high propensity for losses during sampling, while their high oxygen content additionally makes them thermally labile. Although these challenges have been overcome by techniques such as those described above, further instrumental and analytical improvements could provide much new insight into HOM formation chemistry. Below, we summarize some of the current uncertainties and challenges related to HOM measurements:
1. HOM detection: (a) Gas phase. Currently, subsecond processes are not measurable using available methods for HOM detection. This is in contrast to studies of lowtemperature combustion processes where H-shifts and O 2 additions have been successfully studied on millisecond time scales using pulsed laser initiation and direct photoionization by synchrotron-generated vacuum ultraviolet radiation. Whether such methods can be used for studies relevant for atmospheric processes remains to be seen. To our knowledge, such efforts have so far not been undertaken, but they may eventually provide an essential way forward by facilitating both faster measurements and more selective observations of radical intermediates. In general, fast reactions have generally utilized conditions far from atmospheric, e.g., low pressures and/or extremely high precursor concentrations, but these will most likely lead to very different reaction pathways. For example, at decreased pressures, the oxygen content will also be decreased and thus the (typically very fast) addition of O 2 will become slower. (b) Particle phase. For both offline and online techniques, additional analytical steps are required for HOM detection in the particle phase compared to gas phase, e.g., filter extraction, sample derivatization, or thermal evaporation, processes that may lead to HOM decomposition.
2. HOM quantification: Large uncertainties in HOM concentrations are due to a lack of authentic and/or appropriate surrogate standards that would be used to (1) characterize the losses throughout the analytical protocol, (2) obtain accurate quantification of the compounds of interest, and (3) to unambiguously elucidate molecular structures. However, the sensitivity toward HOM can be estimated based on other compounds, and kinetic limitations such as maximum collision rates as well as cluster strength measurements can be used to infer upper and lower bounds for the observed concentrations. 52 Overall, the sensitivity of a CIMS to a specific molecule depends on the charging probability (governed mainly by thermodynamics) of the neutral molecule and the survival probability (governed mainly by kinetics) of the formed ion until detection. The type and amount of the reagent ion, as well as the strengths of the electric fields in the mass spectrometer, are examples of parameters that will influence this sensitivity, 37, 72 and good knowledge and control of these will facilitate more accurate quantification. 3. HOM structure identification: The vast majority of studies on HOM use mass spectrometric techniques, where molecular structure information can only be inferred from molecular formulas, and in limited cases from the ion−molecule chemistry during the ionization process. 71, 72 This significantly limits our understanding of HOM physicochemical properties. Despite these remaining uncertainties, we wish to emphasize that the identification of HOM in general is not in doubt. Following the initial observations of a new group of compounds with much higher oxygen content than predictions would have suggested, much effort was put on determining whether the observation could merely have been an artifact, e.g., through oxidation taking place inside the CI-APi-TOF. This option can be ruled out due to multiple supporting findings. First, similar HOM spectra have been acquired both using the CI-APi-TOF with active charging by NO 3 − and by just sampling naturally charged atmospheric ions into an APi-TOF. 5, 7 This shows that the HOM formation does not only happen in the CI inlet. Second, the residence time in the CI inlet is ∼200 ms, while the ambient ion lifetimes are on the order of a minute, making it unlikely that the clustering with NO 3 − itself would cause identical oxidation leading to the same HOM. Similarly, HOM formation have recently been observed also using very different (positive) reagent ions, 48, 56 and a very different (low-pressure) ionization inlet. 56 Third, Berndt et al. (2016) directly probed the effect of decreased oxygen in the CI inlet and found no change in Chemical Reviews HOM concentrations, whereas the same change in the flow reactor used for VOC oxidation did cause a large decrease in HOM formation. 46 Taken together, these observations clearly show that the HOM formation is not an instrumental artifact. Numerous other studies on HOM have shown remarkable consistency concerning the perturbations of HOM spectra as a function of the conditions under which they were formed, including different oxidants and the role of NO X . 5, 46, 133, 134 
HOM FORMATION MECHANISMS
In this section, we first (section 4.1) review the evidence that led to the hypothesis that HOM formation is driven by autoxidation involving sequential RO 2 H-shifts and O 2 additions. We then summarize the key features of this pseudo-unimolecular reaction sequence, focusing on reactions and reaction classes that are especially important for HOM formation and often possible (or at least competitive in atmospheric conditions) only for complex and oxidized RO 2 or related species. General bimolecular RO 2 reaction mechanisms will not be reviewed in detail, as most of these are well established in the literature on simpler RO 2 (such as CH 3 OO, CH 3 CH 2 OO, etc.) and have recently been reviewed by Orlando and Tyndall (2012) . 73 Furthermore, experiments indicate that the overall reactivity of complex RO 2 toward trace gases such as NO, NO 2 , and SO 2 are mostly similar to those of simpler RO 2 .
45 Bimolecular RO 2 reactions will therefore be discussed in the context of their effect on HOM formation (section 4.2), highlighting possible differences between reactions of simple and complex RO 2 . Bimolecular reactions often terminate the autoxidation chain by generation of closedshell association products, but they are also observed to support the oxidation progression by forming reactive radical intermediates (mainly alkoxy radicals) capable of continuing the sequential isomerization reactions. 74 Finally, we will consider the external conditions (section 4.3), such as reactant concentrations and temperatures, that facilitate HOM formation in the laboratory and in the atmosphere and summarize the available information on HOM yields.
Much of the detailed molecular-level mechanistic understanding of HOM formation is based on computational chemistry, specifically on quantum chemical calculations combined with kinetic modeling. The methods of applied atmospheric computational chemistry have recently been reviewed 75, 76 and will not be discussed in detail here. For the RO 2 H-shifts at the heart of HOM formation, comparison with the limited number of direct rate measurements 6,12,77−79 (see also section 4.1.2) indicates that state-of-the-art calculations (including both coupled-cluster energy corrections, hydrogen atom tunneling corrections, and accounting for conformational complexity) are able to reproduce experimental H-shift rates to better than a factor of 10, possibly better than a factor of 5.
12,79
While still far from quantitative, such calculations are thus able to qualitatively indicate whether a certain H-shift is atmospherically competitive or not and also reliably predict relative rates and trends between different compounds or functional groups. While, e.g., alkene + oxidant reactions have been studied extensively, 75, 76 the bimolecular reactions of complex polyfunctional RO 2 relevant to HOM formation have so far received less computational attention. Reliable rate predictions for such reactions are further complicated by the presence of multiple radical centers, as well as low reaction barriers necessitating more elaborate kinetic modeling. 80 
Autoxidation Involving Peroxy Radicals As the Source of HOM
For the purpose of this review, HOM have already been defined (section 2.2) as products of autoxidation involving peroxy radicals. In this section, we briefly outline and review the evidence that lead to this conclusion (and the consequent definition). Most studies of HOM formation have initiated the oxidation processes by ozonolysis. The motivation for the first ozonolysis studies conducted by Ehn et al. (2012) in the Julich Plant Atmosphere Chambers (JPAC) 7 came from the observation of HOM products among natural ions observed in the nocturnal boreal atmosphere. 29 As OH is not present in significant quantities at night, it was proposed and later confirmed that O 3 reaction with biogenic monoterpenes is a source of this previously elusive highly oxidized gas-phase material. In subsequent studies, 5, 8, 38, 81, 82 ozonolysis was confirmed to be an efficient pathway to the highly oxidized products. OH radicals have also been suggested to participate in HOM formation from alkenes, and the involvement of OH radicals in parallel with O 3 has been inferred from ozonolysis experiments performed in presence and absence of OH scavengers, 46, 83 affecting the observed product distributions. For example, products that contain two hydrogen (H) atoms more than the parent hydrocarbon have been interpreted to originate from an oxidation pathway initiated by OH addition and terminated by a HO 2 reaction (see section 4.2). Experiments using H 2 O 2 as an OH source have recently confirmed that OH-oxidation can also produce HOM in the absence of O 3 , albeit possibly at somewhat lower yields. 46 HOM formation has recently also been reported from NO 3 -initiated oxidation of α-and β-pinene. 84 Presumably, chlorine (Cl) initiated oxidation will also produce HOM in suitable conditions, but to our knowledge there are as yet no reports on direct experiments of Cl -derived HOM.
4.1.1. Evidence for Autoxidation Involving RO 2 . The mass spectrometric observations of gas-phase HOM with more than six oxygen atoms presented a challenge for atmospheric chemistry modeling. Conventional understanding of atmospheric oxidation mechanisms, as implemented for example in current versions of the Master Chemical Mechanism, predicted that OH, O 3 , and NO 3 initiated oxidation of hydrocarbons such as monoterpenes primarily leads to closed-shell products (firstgeneration products) with at most 5−6 oxygen atoms.
Highly oxidized products can be formed by sequential oxidation, for example, by another OH (or NO 3 ) radical reacting with the first-generation products. This type of mechanism has been invoked to explain for example the formation of MBTCA (3-methyl-1,2,3-butanetricarboxylic acid) from the oxidation of α-pinene. 20 Similarly, Molteni et al. (2018) found that a small fraction of HOM from OH oxidation of aromatics was likely formed through secondary OH reactions. 85 Sequential O 3 oxidation would require either multiple CC bonds in the initial alkene (present in, e.g., limonene but absent in α-pinene), subsequent reaction steps forming CC bonds, or reaction of ozonolysis-generated OH with the first-generation ozonolysis products. However, the rapid time scale (seconds to minutes) of HOM formation in many systems 45, 81, 82, 86 ruled out sequential oxidation as a significant source in these investigations. Furthermore, 18 O 3 labeling experiments 5 demonstrate that the ozonolysis-generated monomer HOM contain precisely two oxygen atoms originating from ozone, with the third presumably having been lost in the well-established vinylhydroperoxide dissociation Chemical Reviews Review step. 87 This observation ruled out participation of a second O 3 molecule, as well as addition reactions of ozonolysis-generated OH. The majority of the oxygen atoms in the detected HOM species must thus originate from atmospheric O 2 , as no other oxygen-containing reactive molecule has sufficiently high concentrations to produce HOM on a time scale of seconds, even if collision-limit reactions between this "oxygen carrier" and the organic species undergoing oxidation are assumed. In loose analogy with definitions used in other fields of chemistry, such oxidation by atmospheric O 2 (without other oxidants beyond the initiation reaction), has been termed "autoxidation". 6 Although the observational evidence strongly indicates that HOM production occurs in one generation of oxidation, this in no way precludes later-generation HOM formation in Earth's atmosphere. As we shall show below, HOM formation typically represents a relatively minor pathway, with molar yields near 10% in many cases. Further, HOM formation is strongly enhanced by activating (oxidized) functional groups on a carbon backbone. Consequently, the 90% or so of the first-generation products that are not HOM are likely to undergo further oxidation in the atmosphere. 88, 89 The HOM yields from those subsequent oxidation steps may also be significant. However, there have been few experimental studies of later-generation oxidation and most laboratory experiments to date focus on firstgeneration oxidation products. At least one example does exist of later-generation oxidation: Schobesberger et al. studied OH oxidation of pinane diol, a representative first-generation oxidation product of a-pinene (formed via hydrolysis of the beta-hydroxy nitrate); they observed many products with an APi-TOF that would now be classified as HOM. 90 HOM formation must thus involve multiple addition reactions of O 2 to some intermediate species formed by the initial oxidation reaction. Spin conservation rules imply that such intermediates are radicals, as the addition of ground-state (triplet) O 2 to closed-shell organic molecules, which almost invariably have singlet ground states, is typically very slow, as it is either spin-forbidden (in the case of ground-state singlet products) or endothermic (in the case of triplet or radical products). In the context of atmospheric C,H,O compounds, this limits the possible radical species to three main types: alkyl radicals (with the radical center on a carbon atom), alkoxy radicals (with the radical center on an O atom directly and solely bonded to a C atom), and peroxy radicals (with the radical center on a O atom bonded to another O atom). In addition, radical species may have resonance structures, which can usually be represented as combinations of two of these three radical types; for example, vinoxy radicals have both alkyl and alkoxy radical character. Reactions of O 2 with peroxy radicals have not been measured (and are thus presumably very slow), while alkoxy radical + O 2 reactions typically 74 lead to closed-shell carbonyl compounds, e.g., via the channel RO + O 2 → RC(O) + HO 2 . Alkyl radicals, on the other hand, are known to react almost instantaneously with O 2 , yielding peroxy radicals. Experimental rate coefficients for alkyl + O 2 reactions are typically on the order of 10 −12 molecules −1 cm 3 s −1 at 298 K, and thus the lifetime of alkyl radicals is about 30 ns at the Earth's surface. 91 Vinoxy radicals are slightly less reactive with O 2 , but alkyl substitution has been found to increase also their reaction rates to around 10
.
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HOM formation could thus be explained if a mechanism exits to convert peroxy radicals (RO 2 ) back into more highly oxygenated alkyl radicals, thereby allowing the addition of further O 2 molecules. At least two such RO 2 reaction mechanisms are known: direct unimolecular hydrogen shifts (H-shifts) forming hydroperoxy-alkyl radicals, and indirect bimolecular reactions forming alkoxy radicals, which can then undergo rapid H-shifts to form hydroxyl-alkyl radicals. Alkoxy radical H-shifts can be fast, but they compete (see section 4.1.4) with other rapid pathways such as bond scissions and termination reactions with O 2 . It is therefore difficult to explain the formation of products with large numbers of oxygen atoms, and retaining the original number of carbon atoms, solely by alkoxy H-shifts. RO 2 H-shifts are well-known reactions in combustion chemistry, and play a significant role in autoignition, 93 and recently the products of these H-shift (denoted "QOOH") have been directly observed. 94, 95 At atmospheric temperatures, RO 2 H-shifts have usually been considered too slow to play a significant role. Also, for simple RO 2 species, the H-shifts are usually thermodynamically unfavorable, i.e., the reverse rate is considerably faster than the forward rate. However, already a decade ago computational work on for example isoprene 96, 97 and α-pinene 98 oxidation mechanisms demonstrated that some H-shifts could be rapid enough to be competitive with other RO 2 reaction channels at certain atmospheric conditions. Two different types of H/D isotope exchange experiments provide strong support for a HOM formation mechanism based on RO 2 H-shifts. First, the HOM yields are strongly suppressed if the original hydrocarbon is deuterated, 5, 82 indicating that the rate-limiting reactions involve hydrogen or proton transfer reactions. These hydrogen transfer reactions are typically significantly faster for H ( 1 H) compared to D ( 2 H) nuclei due to a combination of quantum mechanical zero-point vibrational energy and tunneling effects. 12, 99 In the case of HOM originating from ozonolysis, part of this isotope effect is likely to originate from the 1,4 H-shift of the Criegee Intermediate, which is part of the formation pathway of the first-generation RO 2 . Second, heavy water (D 2 O) can be used to probe the number of "acidic" hydrogens (in practice, hydrogen atoms other than C−H, e.g., −OH and −OOH groups) in the HOM products, as these will rapidly be exchanged with deuterium, which can then be detected in the mass spectra. The ratio of acidic H atoms to O atoms in HOM compounds is comparably low, for example, for the C 6 H 8 O 7 and C 6 H 8 O 9 products derived from cyclohexene ozonolysis were found to have only 2 and 3 acidic H atoms, respectively. 82 The majority of oxygen atoms can thus not be bound to, for example, OH groups, as this would lead to a much higher number of acidic H atoms. This observation rules out reaction pathways involving a large number of alkoxy (RO) H-shifts, as these would lead to products with multiple OH groups. In contrast, autoxidation involving peroxy radicals creates mainly hydroperoxy [−OOH] and peroxy acid [−(CO)OOH] groups, with relatively low ratios of acidic H to O atoms. Compounds containing ester and ether groups would also satisfy the requirement of low ratios of acidic H to O atoms, although these are unlikely to form in the gas phase and would in any case tend to have different numbers of carbon atoms compared to the parent alkenes.
Experimental comparisons of different alkenes shed further light on the reaction mechanisms behind HOM formation. For example, 6-nonenal ozonolysis forms HOM similar to those from cyclohexene ozonolysis. 5, 82 This indicates that the excess energy from the initial ozonolysis reaction, which remains within a single species for cyclohexene, but is distributed over two products in the case of 6-nonenal, does not play a major role in The dependence of HOM yields and composition on conditions (discussed in more detail in section 4.3) also support the hypothesis that HOM formation is primarily driven by peroxy radical H-shifts. HOM yields have been found to increase strongly with temperature (see sections 4.2 and 4.3), indicating that rate-limiting reactions have reasonably high activation energies (energy barriers). This in turn implies that such reactions are predominantly unimolecular, as bimolecular For calculation details, see the individual references. All calculated rates in this table involve multiconformer transition state theory, with density functional theory geometries, coupled-cluster single-point energies, and tunneling corrections. The difference in the rate constants in the calculations on the isoprene + OH system originates in the density functional part of the calculation as the coupled cluster energy corrections were run on the butene backbone (i.e., without the methyl group present, in which case the 1OH and 4OH reactions are identical). The final and most direct evidence for the key role of peroxy radical isomerization reactions in HOM formation comes from CIMS studies on systems undergoing autoxidation. 5, 38, 45, 81 In these mass spectra, elemental compositions corresponding to multiple generations of peroxy radicals are observed, separated by 32 mass units (corresponding to the addition of one O 2 ). The assignment of mass peaks specific to peroxy radicals is corroborated by the presence of mass peaks corresponding to well-known termination products of uni-and bimolecular RO 2 reactions: carbonyls, alcohols, and hydroperoxides. The observed dependence of the peaks assigned to peroxy radicals on the hydrocarbon loading also matches that expected for RO 2 radicals: at low loadings where bimolecular reactions are negligible, the signals increase linearly. In contrast, at higher loadings, the radical signals increase roughly with the square root of the VOC oxidation rate, while the closed shell peaks increase approximately linearly. 5, 45, 81 Laboratory experiments of OH initiated oxidation of 3-pentanone similarly show products from two steps of O 2 addition followed by a unimolecular H-shift. The first step, which has a relatively slow H-shift ∼0.002 s
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, leads to a hydroperoxyketone. In the second step, the H-shift is accelerated to faster than 0.1 s −1 by the hydroperoxy group attached to the carbon from which H is abstracted (see section 4.1.2) and the product, a hydroperoxydiketone, has a significantly larger oxygen to carbon ratio compared to the parent 3-pentanone. , as demonstrated experimentally for example for the methacrolein + OH, 77 pentanone + OH, 6 isoprene + OH, 78 and hexane + OH + NO systems, 12 and a/b-pinene + OH systems. 239 See Table 1 . for a list of experimentally measured RO 2 H-shifts together with the available computational predictions. Note that none of the species listed in Table 1 are actually HOM by the definition used in this study (as they have less than six oxygen atoms), although many of them are potential HOM precursors.
Systematic and predictive structure−activity relationships (SAR) for peroxyradical H-shifts have not yet been published. However, various general trends can be extracted from the studies published so far. 6, 12, 79, 82, 102, 103, 242, 243 Qualitative information on the relative likelihood of different RO 2 H-shifts can also be inferred from structure−activity relationships published for the much more rapid RO H-shifts, 104 as the general features strongly affecting the rates are similar. One of these features is the number of atoms in the cyclic H-shift transition state. The standard notation for the H-shifts discussed here is "1,n", where n is the number of non-hydrogen atoms in the transition state ring, i.e., typically (n − 1) C atoms for RO and (n − 2) C atoms for RO 2 , with the ring in the cyclic transition state comprised of n + 1 atoms. As discussed in detail below, too small rings cause steric strain, while too large rings lead to entropic penalties. The chemical environment of the migrating H atom (e.g., substituents around a C−H group) can significantly affect the H-transfer barrier height, and thus change the reaction rate by several orders of magnitude, as illustrated in Figure 7 . If the terminal oxygen atom of the RO 2 group and the H atom being abstracted are separated by four atoms (1 O and 3 C), the Hshift is labeled a 1,5 H-shift, as illustrated in the inset in Figure 7 . Substituents on the RO 2 group itself generally have only minor effects on the C−H bond activity but may affect the transition state geometry by, for example, steric hindrance or hydrogen bonding. 12, 102, 104 Substituents giving rise to resonance structures (for example, vinyl, acyloxy, or acylperoxy radicals) may also significantly affect reaction rates.
The first observed cases of atmospheric autoxidation all involved peroxy radicals with carbonyl, hydroxyl, and/or hydroperoxyl substituents. These are well-known to activate adjacent C−H bonds and thus promote both RO 2 and RO Hshifts. For example, computational results indicate that the rate of H-abstraction at 298 K increases by several orders of magnitude when an OH or OOH substituent is added to the C atom from which the H is being abstracted (Figure 7 ). 6, 102 Mentel et al. (2015) observed HOM-formation from peroxy radicals generated by ozonolysis of several different endocyclic alkenes. 38 The common characteristic of these RO 2 is that they possess two aldehyde/ketone groups: one adjacent to the RO 2 group, and one located further from it. Computational results on cyclohexene ozonolysis indicate that RO 2 H-shifts from aldehyde groups can have rate constants on the order of 1 s −1 . 82 1,4 H-shifts from adjacent aldehyde carbons are expected to be somewhat slower because of steric strain in the transition state, though a 1,4 aldehydic H-shift rate constant of 0.5 s −1 has been measured for the methacrolein + OH system. 77 Mentel et al. (2015) did not observe efficient HOM formation from the ozonolysis of Z-6-nonenol, even though the RO 2 formed in this reaction could undergo a 1,7 H-shift from a primary alcohol carbon in addition to the 1,4 aldehydic H-shift. 38 In contrast, the corresponding peroxy radical from Z-6-nonenal, with an aldehyde at the 1,7 position, was observed to form HOM. The reason for the lack of HOM formation in the Z-6-nonenol + O 3 system can be explained by a combination of the 1,7 H-shift from the −CH 2 OH group being slower than that from the −CHO group, and by a unimolecular HO 2 elimination reaction (see section 4.1.5). In addition to hydroxyl, hydroperoxyl, and Alkyl substitution also activates C−H bonds and thus promotes RO 2 H-shifts (R = CH 3 in Figure 7 ), a;though alkyl substitution alone is unlikely to lead to competitive H-shift rates in atmospheric conditions. In analogy with results on RO Hshifts, 104 the effect of alkyl substitution is almost certainly additive to that of oxygenated functional groups, e.g., secondary alcohols have faster H-shifts than otherwise identical primary alcohols. 6, 102 It should be noted that the C 3 and C 4 rings found in some monoterpene derived peroxy radicals form special cases due to the ring strain associated with H-shifts from and across them. This ring strain is also manifested, e.g., as considerably higher C−H abstraction barriers in, e.g., cyclopropane compared to n-propane. 107, 108 Computational evidence indicates that H-shifts from such rings are likely to be slow, and that H-shifts across rings may also be sterically hindered compared to corresponding H-shifts without C 3 /C 4 rings. 109 In the α-pinene + O 3 system, recent experiments involving selective deuteration indicate that 1,9 aldehydic H-shifts across the C 4 ring (with a computed rate constant on the order of 0.0015
109 may nevertheless take place. 63 Unfortunately, there are at the moment no direct and unambiguous measurements of room-temperature RO 2 H-shift rates from or across C 3 or C 4 rings. Larger rings may sterically prevent some particular Hshifts (as shown for some RO 2 species in the Δ 3 -carene and α-pinene + NO 3 cases 110 ), but, for example, the autoxidation of aromatic species very likely involves 1,4 H-shifts where both the RO 2 group and the abstracted hydrogen are located on the same C 6 ring. 85 The −ONO 2 substituent which arise in NO 3 addition reactions as well in peroxy radicals formed from oxidation of RONO 2 have been found to have minimal effect on the H-shift reactions of the H atoms attached the carbon on which the nitrate group is attached.
Resonance stabilization of the alkyl radical products of RO 2 H-shifts also enhances the rate constant of H-shifts. This plays a significant role in the oxidation of dienes such as cycloheptadiene 94 and isoprene. 78 Similar to alkyl substitution, the effect of resonance stabilization is likely additive to that of other H-shift enhancing effects. In the isoprene + OH system, this additivity leads to experimental RO 2 H-shift rates of up to 3.7 s −1 at 297 K, to our knowledge the fastest room-temperature RO 2 H-shift (of a C−H hydrogen) reported for any atmospherically relevant system (see Table 1 ). The H-shifts where the hydrogen "scrambles" between two OO groups (OO−H−OO) are found theoretically to be even faster (see section 4.1.4).
102,103
The number of atoms in the cyclic H-shift transition state affects RO 2 H-shifts analogously to RO H-shifts. The most favorable geometries are in both cases usually found for 1,5-, 1,6-, and 1,7 H-shifts (6, 7, and 8 member cyclic transition states). For both RO and RO 2 H-shifts, computational studies generally predict that 1,3 H-shifts are strongly hindered by steric strain, moderately hindered for 1,4 H-shifts, and even 1,5 Hshifts are sometimes computed to be slower than corresponding 1,6 H-shifts. 6 For the case of RO H-shifts, computational predictions are in partial disagreement with the conclusion drawn from earlier experimental studies 111 that only 1,5 H-shifts can take place, while, e.g., the SAR 104 indicates that also 1,6 and 1,7 H-shifts can often be competitive. For the RO 2 case, 1,4, 1,5, and 1,6 H-shifts have all been experimentally observed (see Table 1 ). In principle, it is well established that larger transition state rings suffer from entropic penalties, although the magnitude of this effect for RO 2 H-shifts is highly uncertain, and also likely quite system-dependent. 104 For example, hydrogen bonding effects may stabilize or destabilize transition states relative to reactants, and this effect may also strongly depend on the particular transition state ring. 112, 113 Disentangling pure ring-strain effects from, e.g., H-bonding effects, can therefore be difficult. For the cyclohexene + O 3 system, calculations indicate that even 1,7 and 1,8 H-shifts can be quite rapid if the C−H bonds being attacked are active enough. 82 Also, the steric hindrance for H-shifts across C 3 /C 4 rings may partially be compensated for by a smaller entropic penalty for long-distance (e.g., 1,9) H-shifts, as the reactants cannot freely rotate over all the dihedral bonds separating the RO 2 and the H atoms. In contrast, RO 2 groups located on rings may suffer from additional steric constraints, for example, the RO 2 formed in the NO 3 oxidation of α-pinene and Δ 3 -carene were found to have very slow H-shifts due to steric effects. Because this is many orders of magnitude larger than the rate of the H-shifts, or of bimolecular reactions with trace gases, the lack of interest in the specifics of the O 2 addition reaction is understandable. However, there are some notable cases for which the exact kinetics of the O 2 + alkyl reaction may be significant. First, O 2 addition to many atmospherically relevant alkyl radicals can form multiple structural isomers or stereoisomers, which may have different reactivities. For example, in the OH or NO 3 initiated oxidation of endocyclic monoterpenes, up to ten (α-pinene) first-generation peroxy radical isomers may be produced. These correspond to two different addition sites for OH or NO 3 and four possible chiralities (two different R/S addition positions for each site with respect to the ring, and another two different R/S addition positions for the subsequent O 2 addition). Each of these peroxy radicals may then differ in their reactivity, for example, due to varying steric constraints for the possible H-shifts. 110 Thus, the exact branching ratio between the different O 2 addition rates may be important for the subsequent oxidation or autoxidation mechanism, even if all the additions occur rapidly and irreversibly. Peroxy radical diastereoisomers differ in reactivity even for acyclic systems, as shown recently for the hexane + OH + NO system. 12 Second, if the alkyl radical is resonance stabilized (as for example in aromatic systems 85 ) , the oxygen addition reaction may be reversible. This has recently been shown to be the case for the OH-initiated oxidation of isoprene, 78, 96 where the reversibility of the O 2 addition leads to a very different distribution of peroxy radicals than what would be predicted based on forward rates alone. Third, in some cases, the alkyl radical may be able to undergo rapid unimolecular reactions, such as C−C bond scission reactions of both acyl radicals and cyclic alkyl radicals, 13,110 carbonyl formation (via −OOH decomposition) 113 or epoxide formation. 114 These may also have rates on the order of 10 7 s
, and estimating branching ratios would thus again require more accurate information on O 2 addition rates. , leading to hydroxyl-alkyl and (after O 2 addition) hydroxyl-peroxy radicals. This mechanism has been invoked to explain some of the HOM elemental compositions observed in measurements. 38 The contribution of RO H-shifts (and other RO reactions) to HOM formation is likely to vary with the concentration of bimolecular coreactants. In clean conditions, RO formation is less likely, while higher NO, RO 2 . and possibly HO 2 concentrations lead to greater RO formation. HOM formation in such conditions (to the extent that it happens) is thus more likely to involve RO reactions. Alkoxy Hshifts compete with both O 2 reaction leading to closed-shell products and with C−C bond scission reactions, which lead to fragmentation or to ring opening in systems where the alkoxy carbon is located on a ring. On the basis of computational data, Kurteń et al. (2015) 109 have suggested that ring-opening reactions may be necessary for autoxidation to proceed, e.g., in the O 3 + α-pinene system, due to the C 4 ring hindering most of the potential RO 2 H-shifts. However, experimental evidence shows that HOM formation from O 3 + α-pinene can occur also in conditions where bimolecular RO 2 reactions are negligible. 81 An important class of H-shift reactions neglected in the earliest autoxidation studies is the H atom "scrambling" between hydroperoxide and peroxy radical functional groups recently suggested by Jørgensen et al. (2016) . 102 These can be much faster than H-shifts from C−H groups, with computed and experimental rates often exceeding 10 3 s −1
. 102, 103, 240 While such H-shifts do not increase the overall oxygen content of the molecule, they can facilitate the autoxidation process in several ways. First, H atom "scrambling" between multiple COO groups (see Figure 8 for an example) may allow H-shifts that would otherwise be sterically hindered. Second, the equilibrium constants of "OOH···OO" H-shifts strongly favor peroxy acids over hydroperoxides. 103 In other words, if a molecule has both C(O)OO and COO groups, the hydrogen atoms will predominantly be localized on the former and the radical centers on the latter. This acts to reduce the relative concentration acylperoxy radicals in systems undergoing autoxidation and also affects the probability of termination reactions as discussed in section 4.1.5
A related class of extremely rapid H-shifts from hydrogen atoms bound to oxygen has been suggested by Peeters and Nguyen (2012) , 119 who computationally predict that 1,6 Hshifts from enolic hydrogens (CC−OH) may proceed at rates up to 10 6 s −1
. While RO 2 H-shifts from OH hydrogens are thermodynamically unfavorable, enolic H-shifts are significantly enhanced by resonance stabilization of the vinoxy radical formed in the reaction. However, systems containing enolic hydrogens are expected to be relatively rare in the atmosphere.
If the RO 2 radical contains a CC bond, cyclization steps forming cyclic peroxides (C−O−O−C) may be competitive with H-shifts. 86, 120 These reactions are known to play a role in the oxidation (including autoxidation) of aromatic compounds (as seen in the MCM aromatic mechanism). 101 Cyclic peroxides likely help explain the very low numbers of acidic hydrogens observed in some H/D exchange experiments, such as the C 6 H 7 O 10 product with only two acidic H observed in the ozonolysis of cyclohexadiene. 86, 120 In addition to aromatics and di-and trienes, endocyclization reactions may be important also for monoterpenes, where the C−C scission reactions of alkyl radicals lead to the formation of CC bonds as part of the oxidation process. This has been suggested to be an important pathway, for example, in the OH-initiated oxidation of α-pinene, 46, 121 and cyclization may accordingly take place also in this system. 4.1.5. Unimolecular "Termination" and Fragmentation Channels. Many of the unimolecular fragmentation reactions involved in atmospheric autoxidation are already known from combustion chemistry. 122, 123 See Figure 9 for an illustration of the most important pathways. For example, Habstraction at a carbon with an OOH group attached (Figure 9a ) leads to prompt carbonyl formation and OH loss and thus termination of the autoxidation chain. This is generally believed to be the typical fate of the "QOOH" product of the first RO 2 Hshift in combustion processes: the QOOH adds an O 2 to form "OOQOOH", which "back-isomerizes" by abstracting the H atom on the hydroperoxide carbon, leading to OH loss. For simple hydrocarbons with no other functional groups, this is likely to represent to dominant fate of OOQOOH, as no other hydrogen abstraction reaction is competitive. As described in the previous sections, HOM formation is made possible by the presence of additional functionalities (originating either from the parent hydrocarbon, or from the OH/O 3 /NO 3 oxidation), which provide the OOQOOH with alternative, nonterminating H-abstraction pathways. Note that while unimolecular reactions leading to closed-shell organic products via, e.g., OH or HO 2 loss are not termination reactions in a general sense, as the number of radical species remains unchanged, they are termination reactions from the point of view of HOM formation. The H atom scrambling discussed in section 4.1.4 tends to reduce the net rate of this OH loss channel by converting hydroperoxy groups into peroxy acid groups.
Analogous to the OH loss pathway, H-abstraction from carbon atoms with nitrate groups attached (C−ONO 2 , Figure  9b ) similarly leads to carbonyl formation and NO 2 loss. 98 Similarly, O 2 addition to alkylhydroxy radicals leads to rapid HO 2 loss and carbonyl formation (Figure 9c ). Acyl radicals undergo C−CO scission reactions, forming carbon monoxide and a shorter-chain alkyl radical, in competition with O 2 addition (Figure 9d ). The relative rate of the two reactions likely varies between systems. For cyclohexene ozonolysis, modeling 82 indicates that especially the first-generation acyl radical C−CO scission is very slow compared to the (assumed) rate of O 2 addition. However, experiments indicate that both channels are competitive in atmospheric conditions, leading to a mixture of C 5 and C 6 products. 45 HO 2 loss leading to alkene formation has been suggested as a possible unimolecular termination reaction, 82 but calculations indicate that this route is unlikely to be competitive in atmospheric conditions. 124 Epoxide formation and associated OH loss from α-hydroperoxy alkyl radicals (Figure 9e ) is known to play a role in OHinitiated oxidation of isoprene, 125 although chemical activation (excess energy from previous reaction steps) has previously been thought to be necessary for the reaction to compete with O 2 addition. However, recent experimental and computational results indicate that thermal epoxide formation (i.e., epoxide formation after collisional stabilization, without excess energy present) also may be competitive for sufficiently complex and oxidized α-hydroperoxy alkyl radicals, in which H-bonding functional groups are able to stabilize the transition state of the epoxy-forming reaction. 114 The elemental composition of epoxide products is identical to that of the ketone products formed from OH loss of COOH groups, making it difficult to assess the relative importance of the two reaction routes solely based on mass.
Bimolecular RO 2 Reactions
As discussed in section 4.1, HOM are formed by autoxidation steps in radical chain reactions mediated by RO 2 and RO radical intermediates. Bimolecular reaction partners of peroxy radicals exert a significant influence on HOM formation. In general, gasphase peroxy radicals are relatively unreactive free radicals and in atmospheric conditions react appreciably only with other RO 2 , NO x , and HO 2 radicals. 73, 126, 127 Each of these three main bimolecular RO 2 reaction partners can in principle lead to either termination or propagation of the autoxidation chain. The propagation reactions all involve the formation of alkoxy radicals, which can then undergo H-shifts, O 2 reaction or decomposition as discussed in section 4.1.4. The influence of these alkoxy H-shifts on HOM product distribution has been reported previously 38, 46 and was noted to shift the observed closed-shell products in O 3 -initiated autoxidation from odd oxygen compositions to even oxygen compositions, for example, from C 6 H 8 O 7 to C 6 H 8 O 8 in the case of cyclohexene. 38 Most of the termination reactions, with the exception of ROOR dimer formation, are well-known from the extensive literature on small hydrocarbons in both atmospheric and combustion conditions. 127 Propagation reactions with NO and RO 2 are also well-known as important pathways in peroxy radical reactions. 98, 128 In contrast, much less is known about the RO 2 + HO 2 propagation channel, as it is probably important (or even possible) only for complex RO 2 (as well as acyl RO 2 ). In this section, we discuss the RO 2 reaction channels, including both termination and propagation reactions, identified with each of the main reaction partners (other RO 2 , HO 2 , and NO x ) and also briefly review proposed reactions with other coreactants. Special emphasis will be placed on acylperoxy radical reactions, as well as reaction mechanisms potentially forming HOM dimers.
To put the problem in context, kinetics measurements have shown that most reactions between RO 2 and either HO 2 or NO have similar rate constants, occurring at near 1 in 10 collisions (a rate constant near 10 −11 cm 3 molecules
, with only a weak temperature dependence). 111, 126 In atmospheric chemistry, "high NO" or "low NO" thus in large part refers to the ratio NO:HO 2 . The HO 2 concentration is often on the order of 10 pptv, and so for NO ≫ 10 pptv it is typically understood that the dominant RO 2 loss process is reaction with NO. For peroxyacyl 
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Review radicals, reaction with NO 2 to form peroxyacyl nitrates is also important and often dominant. Further, because reactions of OH with oxygenated VOC (OVOC) often lead directly to HO 2 formation (the simplest cases being reactions of OH with CO and CH 2 O), in general in the atmosphere HO 2 :RO 2 > 1; however, laboratory experiments often isolate hydrocarbons without OVOC, and so it is not unusual for laboratory experiments to have HO 2 :RO 2 < 1.
In contrast to the fairly uniform behavior of the reactions with HO 2 and NO, the nature of the R group has a dramatic effect on the RO 2 self-and cross reactions, as discussed below. Many of these reactions have rate constants slower than the rate constants with HO 2 and NO (although with a strong temperature dependence), and so because the atmosphere also tends to have HO 2 :RO 2 > 1, evidence for RO 2 + R′O 2 reactions in laboratory reactions is often regarded as evidence that laboratory conditions have strayed from atmospheric relevance. However, there are some R groups (notably peroxyacyl radicals) with very fast self-reaction rate constants, and in general if these self-and cross reactions have rate constants greater than 10 −11 cm 3 molecules s −1 , it is possible for them to constitute a dominant loss process in the atmosphere. Further, relatively low HOM yields can still be important, and so even a minor role for RO 2 + R′O 2 reactions could be atmospherically significant (though in that case one would expect the overall branching to be extremely sensitive to photochemical conditions, i.e., HO 2 :NO:RO 2 , and even the specific composition mix of the RO 2 .
4.2.1. RO 2 + R′O 2 . As reviewed, e.g., by Orlando and Tyndall, 73 there are three main reaction channels for RO 2 selfand cross-reactions:
Reaction channel (a) is a propagation channel, while (b) and (c) are termination reactions. If one or both of the RO 2 reactants are acylperoxy radicals (RC(O)OO•), the reactions are typically exceptionally rapid. 129−131 In the context of HOM, the formation of organic peroxide dimers in channel (c) is especially important, as it leads to products with more carbon atoms than the parent VOC. Highly oxidized gas-phase dimer compounds have been observed in multiple previous studies 5, 83, 132, 133 but without explicit information on their formation mechanism.
Detected dimer compositions include, for example, C 1 0 H 1 4 − 1 6 O 9 − 1 2 f o r c y c l o p e n t e n e o z o n o l y s i s , 3 8 C 1 1 − 1 2 H 1 8 − 2 0 O 7 − 1 5 for cyclohexene ozonolysis, 8 85 On the basis of the near-linear dependence of the concentrations of the dimer species (with composition C 19−20 H 28−32 O 10−18 in α-pinene ozonolysis) on the reacted monoterpene concentration, Ehn et al. 5 proposed reaction (c) as the formation mechanism for the dimers. Subsequent studies also found reaction (c) as the most likely pathway to observed gas-phase dimer formation. for certain RO 2 radicals. 48 Mentel et al. (2015) showed for cyclopentene ozonolyis (in the presence of dark OH), that the most abundant C 10 -dimers can be explained assuming peroxides formed from the most abundant peroxy radicals. 38 Reaction (c) is known to happen in liquid-phase hydrocarbon oxidation. 135, 136 It is often invoked in analogous gas-phase oxidation systems. 98, 127 However, there is little evidence that reaction (c) is at all possible for the extensively studied smaller hydrocarbons. Kan and by Vereecken and Francisco, 75 the RO 2 + RO 2 reaction is a challenging system for computational chemistry methods, and none of the proposed potential energy surfaces can easily be reconciled with experimentally observed overall rates and/or yields. The recently proposed mechanism by Lee et al., invoking asymmetric cleavage of the tetroxide to form a weakly bound RO···O 2 ···RO "cage", followed by loss of O 2 , intersystem crossing, and alkoxy recombination to generate ROOR, does support the differences between secondary and tertiary peroxy radicals observed in liquid-phase experiments despite having rate-limiting barriers incompatible with the observed gas-phase reaction rates. 143 Nonetheless, several observations point to reaction (c) as a source of gas-phase dimer compounds for highly oxidized, functionalized RO 2 . First, the experimentally observed dimer formation is severely affected by NO 5 , by RO 2 , 35 by NO 3 , 147 and by HO 2 71 additions, all pointing to peroxy radicals as the important intermediates being intercepted. Second, the dimers observed in Ehn et al. 5 were noted to have a dependence on reacted VOC, which would indicate their formation requiring second-order reactions of the type (c). Third, slower rise times of dimer signals compared to certain monomers have been observed in recent publications using atmospherically relevant VOC and oxidant concentrations 148 indicating delayed dimer formation, occurring only after sufficient buildup of RO 2 pool for mutual reactions to become significant. Fourth, in combined O 3 and OH + cyclopentene experiments by Mentel et al. (2015) , OH scavenging suppresses precisely the dimers (C 10 H 16 O 9,11 ) that would form by recombination of the primary OH-derived cyclopentene peroxy radicals (C 5 H 9 O 3 ) with the most abundant HOM peroxy radicals (C 5 H 7 O 8,10 ). 38 Fifth, of all other potential dimer-forming RO 2 reaction partners, another RO 2 seems the most likely candidate: RO 2 addition to alkenes is generally associated with high barriers, 149 R and RO radicals are too shortlived, and dimer formation is also observed in systems with low yields of stabilized Criegee Intermediates (sCI; for example, cyclohexene + O 3 ) 150 or indeed in systems lacking any Criegee Intermediates at all. 46 Also, as discussed in section 4.1.1, ozonolysis experiments using 18 O 3 showed that HOM dimers of endocyclic monoterpenes retain precisely four of the original six oxygen atoms from the O 3 addition reactions: sCI reaction products would be likely to contain five or six. While bimolecular
Review reactions of sCIs have been proposed 151 as a source of highly oxygenated dimer compounds, the experimental evidence thus indicates that they are unlikely to play a major role in HOM dimer formation.
Recently, Berndt et al. (2018) showed that multiple different RO 2 radicals (originating from the ozonolysis of tetramethylethylene, combined with the OH-initiated oxidation of either 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, 1-butene, isoprene, n-hexane, or methane) form dimer products with elemental masses corresponding to ROOR peroxides. 48 The fastest dimer formation rate coefficients were comparable to those of the termination reactions with NO and HO 2 . For example, the observed rate coefficients of dimer formation from the self-and cross-reactions of RO 2 radicals were in the range from 10 , depending on the structure of the RO 2 but appearing to be increasing with the size of the RO 2 radical. This suggests that intermolecular interactions between the functional groups on the RO 2 strongly affect the rate of dimer formation. 48 Berndt et al. (2015) have also reported the influence of addition of another VOC to the oxidation mixture (mesitylene, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene), used as an OH scavenger in the oxidation of cyclohexane. 45 With introduction of this second VOC, two dimer products (C 15 H 22 O 9 and C 15 H 22 O 11 ) appeared in the nitrate CI-APi-TOF spectra, attributed to reaction (c) between cyclohexene (C 6 H 10 ) and mesitylene (C 9 H 12 ) oxidation products.
Some recent studies have suggested, in agreement with earlier work, 152−154 
that the ROOR dimer products formed in reaction (c) are predominantly diacylperoxides (RC(O)−OO−C(O)-R)
. 67, 82, 86 These are formed by rapid recombination reactions (c) of acylperoxy radicals, which in turn can be formed via rapid H-shifts from aldehydic C atoms (see section 4.1.2), followed by O 2 addition. However, it should be noted that rapid "scrambling" H-shifts (see section 4.1.4) will also tend to decrease the concentrations of acylperoxy radicals in systems containing hydroperoxy groups. Also, the results of Berndt 
The termination reactions (e) and (g) are generally pressuredependent. Reaction (e) is commonly the minor channel in RO 2 + NO reaction, with the yield increasing as a function of the size of the hydrocarbon backbone, i.e., with degrees of freedom available to distribute the reaction energy. 73, 81 The RO 2 + NO reaction was found by Yan et al. (2016) to be the dominant daytime source of HOM in Boreal forest conditions. 133 Propagation reaction (f) is generally (at least for small RO 2 ) the dominant pathway of peroxy radical reactions with NO. In addition to isomerization, fragmentation and reaction with O 2 , RO can react with NO and NO 2 forming organic nitrites (RONO) and nitrates (RONO 2 ), respectively, but are not expected to do so in atmospheric conditions due to their very short lifetimes. 74 The NO 2 reaction (g) leads to peroxynitrate formation. Whereas the organic nitrates formed in reaction (e) are fairly stable compounds, the peroxynitrates formed in reaction (g) from common primary, secondary, and tertiary RO 2 are unstable and decompose back to RO 2 and NO 2 , typically within a second time frame (Atkinson and Arey, 2003 
Reaction (i) represents a propagation reaction, with a yield of close to 50% in the methyl vinyl ketone + OH system. 118, 156 This reaction channel has also been suggested to have a high yield for acylperoxy radicals, where HO 2 reactions have been observed to lead to radical chain branching. 115, 116 Reaction (j) represents an alternative termination pathway (from the point of view of the autoxidation chain), yielding slightly different products compared to reaction (h) and also affecting the radical balance by acting as a net source (compared to the immediate reactants) rather than a sink of HO x (OH + HO 2 ). For acyl peroxy radicals, reaction (j) is impossible due to the lack of a hydrogen atom, but they can instead undergo a reaction forming carboxylic acid and O 3 :
Reaction (k) is a termination reaction but regenerates an oxidant. HO 2 is omnipresent in hydrocarbon oxidation reactions.
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Reaction (h) has often been invoked 71, 85 to explain observations of products with more H atoms than in the parent hydrocarbon. For example, monoterpene oxidation products with 18 H atoms can be explained by OH addition to the parent monoterpene (C 10 H 16 ), followed (possibly after one or more autoxidation steps) by termination via reaction (h).
Iyer et al. have directly tested the influence of HO 2 on the autoxidation progression by introducing HO 2 to the cyclohexene (C 6 H 10 ) + O 3 system. 71 The HO 2 addition was mainly observed to form hydroperoxides according to reaction (h), and this resulted in significantly more HOM compounds with 10 and 12 H atoms than observed in previous studies on cyclohexene autoxidation. 38, 45, 82 The HO 2 addition was also noted to suppress the dimer formation in reaction (c). with atmospheric oxidants, such as OH, 157 Criegee Intermediates, 75 and NO 3 radicals. 128 These reactions are potentially able to suppress and/or enhance HOM formation, but their involvement is currently highly uncertain at best. RO 2 reactions with other common atmospheric constituents, such as SO 2 , 158 etc., have also been inspected but found to be slow.
Criegee Intermediates (CI) are potentially important reaction partners in HOM formation because ozonolysis reactions of alkenes inevitably involve CI formation. 28 Depending on the size of the parent hydrocarbon (and the pressure and temperature), some fraction of the CIs are collisionally stabilized and can then live long enough to react with multiple atmospheric constituents. Water, organic acids, and SO 2 have been shown to be efficient atmospheric scavengers for stabilized CI. 45,123,159−161 The role of CIs and/or sCIs in generating atmospheric oxidized material to participate in SOA formation has been a recurring theme during recent decades. However, according to current understanding, 82 HOM formation from ozonolysis does not seem to significantly involve bimolecular CI reactions. added a large excess of acetic acid in a reaction mixture of β-caryophyllene to scavenge all sCI and found no effect on the highly oxygenated RO 2 radical signals, suggesting that role of sCI in HOM formation was negligible. 47 The CI are involved only as precursors for the firstgeneration RO 2 via the well-known sequence of vinylhydroperoxide formation, dissociation, and O 2 addition. As discussed in section 4.2.1, observational constraints point against a significant contribution of sCI reactions to HOM dimer formation. , a 20 K temperature increase/ decrease typically leads to a factor of 5 increase/decrease in the reaction rate.
12 Slower H-shifts are even more temperature sensitive. Temperature also affects the rates of bimolecular reactions, albeit much more weakly. Radical recombination reactions (such as dimer, RONOx, and ROOH formation discussed in section 4.2) often exhibit weakly negative temperature dependence. 162, 163 Currently, very little is known about the influence of temperature on detailed HOM formation. However, a strong temperature dependence is expected based on simple considerations. Provided that HOM formation derives from the internal H atom transfer autoxidation pathway described above, which necessarily has a relatively high activation energy, the autoxidation rate constant will drop substantially with decreasing temperature. In contrast, the radical−radical biomolecular termination reactions depend only weakly on temperature. Therefore, it is likely that HOM yields will have a strong positive temperature dependence. Frege et al. (2018) have reported HOM products at different temperatures, measured as natural ions in α-pinene ozonolysis initiated oxidation. 164 As anticipated, they reported significantly less oxidized products and lower signal levels at the lowest temperatures, consistent with autoxidation formation pathway. Finally, Stolzenburg et al. (2018) have shown that this trend holds for neutral species and that at low temperatures such less oxidized HOM still contribute significantly to particle growth due to their reduced volatility. 61 
Concentrations of Bimolecular Reactants.
The yield of HOM is ultimately controlled by the RO 2 lifetime, which determines the branching ratio between unimolecular H-shifts and other RO 2 fates (the branching ratio between autoxidationpropagating H-shifts and other unimolecular pathways, when present, is another significant controlling factor). Under most atmospheric and laboratory conditions, the RO 2 lifetime is primarily determined by its reaction with NO (see section 4.2.2) and HO 2 (see section 4.2.3). The importance of RO 2 as a terminator increases with the VOC loading (specifically with the rate of VOC oxidation) and is usually much more important in laboratory settings, which often use higher VOC concentrations than found in the atmosphere. In laboratory studies, RO 2 concentrations can easily be much higher than the HO 2 concentration in the atmosphere. In ambient conditions, NO concentrations are typically high in polluted urban regions, with concentrations regularly exceeding tens of ppb (see Table 2 for representative concentrations). In more pristine environments, it drops to about 20 ppt. This leads to pseudo-first-order reaction rate constants of k′ NO = k[NO] in the range 2 s −1 to 10 −3 s −1 and hence RO 2 lifetimes in the range of 0.5 to 1000 s (see Table 2 ). In comparison, HO 2 concentrations in urban polluted areas are low (around 5 ppt) and increase to around 50 ppt in pristine regions. This leads to pseudo-first-order rate constants of k′ HO2 = k[HO 2 ] in the range of 10 −3 to 10 −2 s −1
, and RO 2 lifetimes of 1000 to 100 s (see Table 2 ). Thus, in pristine environments, the HO 2 reaction will limit the RO 2 lifetime, and in polluted areas the NO reaction will limit the RO 2 lifetime. However, with the very fast acylperoxy self-reactions discussed above, in some circumstances RO 2 self-reaction (and dimerization) may be the dominant bimolecular loss process even in the atmosphere. By combining these reactions, it can be seen that the RO 2 lifetime will rarely exceed about 100 s. Hence for H-shift reactions to matter in the atmosphere, their rate constants need to exceed 167−169 Note that the concentrations in any specific location may vary significantly from the typical values given here. , and H-shifts slower than this can thus be ignored. Efficient methods to calculate (from quantum chemical methods) or estimate (from SARs) qualitative rate constants for H-shift reactions have proven extremely useful in assessing the involvement of H-shift reactions in atmospheric oxidation processes, especially in eliminating unlikely mechanisms. The accuracy of the calculated rates can be gauged from the results collected in Table 1 . In urban environments, emission control measures are likely to decrease NO concentrations in the future and thus make H-shift based autoxidation more important.
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Together with increasing ambient temperatures due to global warming, the importance of autoxidation and HOM production is thus likely to increase in the future. Table 3 . To date, only ambient temperature and pressure HOM yields have been determined for a collection of endocyclic alkenes, a few straight chain model compounds, isoprene, and aromatics. All the determined HOM yields fall between 0.1% and 17%, with a mean of around 5%. As discussed above, the temperature has a strong influence on the oxidation 164 They reported compositions of charged natural HOM ions measured by APi-ToF as a function of temperature. As expected due to sequential nature of the isomerizations, at lower temperature, less oxidized products were observed together with significantly lower signals (how this translates to yields is currently unclear).
HOM Yields. Previously reported HOM yields have been collected in
HOM yields are reported either for a certain oxidant (O 3 or OH), in which the contribution of each pathway has been determined by applying an OH scavenger in an ozonolysis experiment, i.e., by subtracting the contribution of OH from the total product formation. The total yields have been obtained in ozonolysis studies without OH scavenging. Note that the incorporation of multiple O 2 molecules into the relatively light hydrocarbon backbones makes the mass yield of HOM substantial in comparison to molar yields, and Ehn et al. translated a 6% molar yield to an approximate mass yield of 14% in the case of α-pinene ozonolysis. 5 
HOM PROPERTIES AND FATES IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Physical and Chemical Properties
The exact volatility of HOM is difficult to determine because most of the species have not been isolated. Vapor-pressure estimation thus relies on a combination of semiempirical and theoretical methods as well as experimental constraints. The semiempirical methods can be classified as composition− activity, group−contribution, and structure−activity methods. Composition activity means that only the molecular formula (i.e., C x H y O z ) is known, and so typical or average functional groups and molecular structures must be assumed. The 2D-Volatility Basis Set (VBS) relies on composition−activity, relationships to estimate typical molecular composition when volatility and oxidation state is known. 28 Group−contribution implies that the functional groups are known but the molecular structure is not (or it is unimportant). SIMPOL is a group− contribution method that has been tailored to compounds found in the atmosphere. 171 Finally, SAR can include quite sophisticated treatments of intramolecular interactions such as internal hydrogen bonding to produce (presumably) more accurate estimates, provided that a sufficiently training set of similar compounds exists with well-known properties. The Dortmund family of methods rely on separately estimating normal boiling point and the enthalpy of vaporization to provide a general estimation of vapor pressure. 172, 173 A challenge with atmospheric organic aerosol in general and HOM in particular has been that the composition and structure of molecules comprising them have not been fully characterized. This was a major motivation for selecting the independent parameters of the 2D-VBS; it is possible to measure, e.g., O:C or OS C = 2O:C − H:C using aerosol mass spectrometers that do not isolate individual molecules. 174, 175 It is also possible to estimate volatility (C*) through a combination of differential loading (build up or dilution of aerosols 176, 177 ), heating (in chambers or thermal denuders 178, 179 ), isothermal evaporation method, 180 and dynamical constraints based on simultaneous observation of gas-and condensed-phase behavior. 25 Given known volatility and oxidation extent, it is then possible to estimate the probable chemical structure.
The original composition−activity relation presented with the 2D-VBS was based on the assumption that most condensedphase molecules consisted of a mixture of carbonyl (O) and alcohol (−OH) functional groups (with organic acids comprising of one of each) and then drew from SIMPOL as well as vapor-pressure literature to conclude that each carbonyl functional group depressed the volatility of an organic at 300 K by 1 order of magnitude and each alcohol functional group depressed the volatility by 2.4 orders of magnitude. However, the 2D-VBS has only two dimensions, and only one is composition, represented either by O:C or OSc. Further, composition constraints from ambient data often only provide O:C. Consequently, the original 2D-VBS parameters further include the assumption that O and −OH exist in roughly equal proportions to give an overall reduction in volatility of 1.7 orders of magnitude per added oxygen. 28 Additional constraints based on H:C can be incorporated into volatility estimations, but these also require assumptions about the distribution of functional groups and have typically been developed to constrain O:−OH under the assumption that these functional groups dominate, 181, 182 where the 2D-VBS assumes that O:− OH is 1:1. 28 With strong evidence that HOM contain many −OOH and −O-O− functional groups, the additional information provided by H:C alone is minimal, without additional information on the functional group distribution. The full 2D-VBS implementation does include some nonlinear effects to describe nonideal interactions between nonpolar reduced compounds and polar oxidized compounds (interactions between C−C, O−O, and C−O) but those are not important for this discussion. 28 Computational chemistry also suggests that the relatively flexible −OOH functional groups are prone to internal H-bonding, which can significantly increase volatility, 27 and so the volatility estimates for compounds with multiple polar functional groups may be biased low. 27, 183 Dynamical models of particle growth rates based on similar volatility parametrizations have treated this uncertainty by shifting the overall distributions by one decade in either direction. 61 That original VBS composition−activity relationship suggests that HOM with the composition C 6 H 6 O 6 would have C* at 300
, just at the boundary between LVOC and ELVOC (as they were then defined 28 ). This is why HOM were quickly labeled ELVOC. 5 However, as described above, the chemistry responsible for HOM formation involves repeated H atom abstraction by peroxy radical moieties, producing exotic molecules with multiple hydroperoxide functional groups (−OOH). The extra O in the −OOH group is almost completely ineffective at reducing vapor pressure according to grou−contribution methods (both −OH and −OOH reduce volatility by about 2.5 orders of magnitude in SIMPOL), 184 and it is possible that the added flexibility of the −OOH groups makes them more able to form internal hydrogen bonds, thus further increasing their volatility. 110 Even though the multiple −OOH functional groups presumably render the HOM highly unstable chemically, their volatility is still important for condensation to very small particles, which grow an amount equal to their own diameter in a few minutes under typical ambient conditions (growth rates of 1−10 nm h −1 ).
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A revised set of 2D-VBS composition activity parameters can account for the increasing presence of −OOH groups with high O:C: Chemical Reviews 
where n C0 = 25, b C = 0.475, b O = 0.2, and b CO = +0.9. n C and n O are the number of carbon and oxygen atoms in the compound. The upward curvature caused by the negative b CO term mimics a transition from organics dominated by −OH and O at low O:C, consistent with the original 2D-VBS parameters and traditional VOC oxidation chemistry, to HOM dominated by −OOH at high O:C. The presence of organo-nitrates can also complicate vapor-pressure estimation. Their effect can be estimated by assuming that all nitrogens in an observed HOM (aside from any NO 3 − associated with the chemical ionization via nitrate clustering) are −ONO 2 groups and the effect of each group is to lower C* by 2.5 decades. Figure 10 shows our current best understanding of the HOM location within the 2D-VBS. The definite boundary is the n O = 6 contour, as indicated. The carbon isopleths are for n C = 9,10 and 18,19,20. This is because many of the HOM investigated so far are monomer and dimer products of monoterpene oxidation and so have these carbon numbers. Here it can be seen that the C 10 monomer HOM still fall within the LVOC range but at the upper end instead of the lower end implied by the original 2D-VBS composition−activity relation. Only the C 18−20 dimers, for the most part, fall in the ELVOC range.
Although Figure 10 contains our current best knowledge of HOM volatilities, large differences (often several order of magnitude) still exist between state-of-the-art methods used for vapor pressure estimates of HOM. 27 One of the main reasons for this is the ability of hydroperoxide and peroxy acid functionalities to form intramolecular hydrogen bonds, which causes an increase in the saturation vapor pressure which group contribution methods do not account for. The estimates given by the quantum chemical calculations also contain fairly large uncertainties, and in addition, the importance of possible heterogeneous reactions (reactive uptake) remains largely unknown. This remains one key obstacle for assessing the exact role of HOM in the formation of small clusters and particles.
Removal Mechanisms
5.2.1. Physical Removal. Because of their low or extremely low vapor pressure, HOM are expected to condense nearly irreversibly onto surfaces. We calculated lifetimes (τ = 1/CS; CS = condensation sink) of HOM through their loss rate to particles (i.e., condensation), considering different condensation sinks in order to cover the wide range of atmospheric aerosol concentrations encountered across the world. As shown in Figure 11 , condensation is the major removal process currently recognized for the HOM, which is essentially linked to the presence of aerosol (i.e., CS). OH concentrations (i.e., 1.1 × 10 6 and 2 × 10 7 molecules cm
) and CS (0.005 and 0.03 s −1 ) used for the estimations are based on previous measurements at Hyytiala 186, 187 and Beijing, 188, 189 respectively. A rate constant of 1 × 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 molecule −1 for the reaction (HOM + OH) was used, which provides an upper limit of the HOM lifetime vs oxidation processes. Chemical Reviews Review 5.2.2. Gas-Phase Reactions. No studies are available on the gas-phase oxidation of HOM. Therefore, only a modeling approach can be used to evaluate this potential removal process. Because no rate constants are available in the existing literature, a simple approximation is used to predict the atmospheric lifetime. The presence of multifunctional groups would likely enhance the reactivity with the atmospheric oxidants such as OH or NO 3 . 155 Therefore, rate constants near the collision limit (i.e., 1 × 10 −10 cm 3 molecule
) are likely. Ozone will only rarely participate in any potential gas-phase reactions of HOM due to the absence of double bonds in most HOM and the very slow reactivity of carbonyls with ozone. 155 Finally, a wide range of OH radical concentrations (from 1 × 10 4 to 1 × 10 8 molecules cm ) covers possible concentrations encountered across the world. As shown in Figure 11 , removal of HOM through gasphase oxidation processes is negligible in most of the atmosphere, especially considering that high concentration of oxidants is generally associated with SOA formation and thus large CS.
5.2.3. Condensed-Phase Reactions. While the HOM are recognized to condense nearly irreversibly, their fate within the aerosol phase is currently unknown. A large variety of accretion reactions such as oligomerization, hydration, or aldol condensation 190 have been reported for other oxygenated species. In addition, it cannot be excluded that HOM containing peroxide and/or peroxy acid groups might act as oxidants and lead to the formation of accretion products through organic redox within the condensed phase. Recently, Mutzel and coworkers propose three fates of condensed HOM: they can (i) remain in the particle phase without a structural change, (ii) undergo fragmentation reactions leading to short-chain carbonyl compounds, and (iii) form larger SOA components. 62 It is believed that these processes occur simultaneously, and many HOM will undergo further condensed-phase reactions and impact SOA composition and evolution. As the HOM contain a wide variety of functional groups, analogies with studies that have investigated the reactivity of oxygenated species such as peroxides (e.g., dimers), hydroperoxides, aldehydes, and/or ON can be attempted. However, it should be kept in mind that HOM reactivity may display important additive effects due to interactions between functional groups which are missing from the simpler analogous species and would complexify the situation.
Autoxidation reactions involving RO 2 radicals lead to the formation of hydroperoxide groups, and so HOM are anticipated to contain a large number (up to 4−5) of −OOH groups. Hence, understanding the reactivity of such compounds within the aerosol phase is essential to evaluate the fate of HOM. However, a very limited number of studies on the stability and reactivity of the ROOH within the aerosol phase are available in the literature. Krapf et al. (2016) have recently reported that the half-lives of organic peroxides, including (hydro)peroxides, formed from the oxidation of biogenic compounds, are shorter than 1 h in the condensed phase under dark conditions. 58 This is in contrast to an earlier work of Epstein et al. (2014) who estimated the lifetime of peroxides as long as 6 days under photolytic conditions. 191 While the instability of such compounds is recognized, the quantitative understanding of the stability/reactivity of (hydro)peroxides in a complex matrix, such as SOA, remains challenging due to the lack of proper techniques to identify and monitor the (hydro)peroxides. Evidence of their reactivity has been obtained indirectly by either measuring the decomposition products or the formation of oxidized compounds from particle-phase processes involving the hydroperoxides. For example, Tong et al. (2016) have reported the formation of OH radicals from water extraction of SOA materials, which is proposed to be a result of the decomposition of hydroperoxides. 60 Generation of OH radicals within the condensed or liquid phase can contribute to the formation of SOA from the formation of high molecular weight compounds such as oligomers. 190 Other potentially important particle-phase processes involve peroxy hemiacetal formation from the reaction of hydroperoxides with aldehydes 192 and the formation of organosulfates from the perhydrolysis. 62, 193, 194 HOM monomers and dimers have been reported to also contain nitrate functional groups and are referred to in this review as organonitrates. 62 Organonitrates (ON) are mainly formed from the reaction of nitric oxide (NO) with a RO 2 radical or through NO 3 radical oxidation. Laboratory 195 and field studies 49 have reported large concentrations of such compounds within the particle phase. reported that a large fraction of observed organonitrates are highly functionalized, containing from four to 11 oxygen atoms per molecule, and thus many of the organonitrates formed in forested areas could be classified as HOM. 49 Using an observationally constrained diurnal zero-dimensional model, they estimated that the organonitrates had a short particle-phase lifetime (i.e., 2−4 h). Those ambient observations are consistent with recent laboratory studies who predicted that ONs are not stable within the particle phase, especially in acidic solution. 196, 197 Both studies revealed the uncharted role of acidity for the hydrolysis of HOM ONs.
In addition to particle-phase processes, HOM that do not condense near-irreversibly might also react at the gas−particle interface. By analogy to the subsequent reactivity of epoxides and lactones, 198, 199 certain functional groups undergo fast interfacial processes and lead to the formation of SOA. The presence of such functional groups cannot be ruled out, and certain HOM might undergo reactive uptake. For example, a recent study reported the large reactivity of highly oxidized oligomeric compounds formed from the ozonolysis of isoprene in the presence of acidic aerosol. 200 Finally, under pristine environments, highly oxygenated RO 2 might undergo further particle-phase processes and lead to the formation of a wide variety of products. For instance, Bruggemann et al. (2017) have recently proposed that such RO 2 (e.g., C 10 H 15 O 8 ) can react in the condensed phase and/or at the interface, yielding organosulfates (e.g., C 10 H 16 O 10 S). 65 5.2.4. Photolysis. HOM contain peroxides, carbonyls, ON, and other photolabile functional groups that absorb light at actinic wavelengths, and it could be expected that HOM might also be degraded through photolysis processes in the condensed phase. Among the products present in SOA, organic peroxides are believed to be susceptible to photolysis, 201, 202 with lifetimes of about a few days. Additional laboratory studies have reported a pronounced decrease in the concentration of peroxides upon photolysis processes. 203 Krapf et al. (2016) have, however, recently proposed that organic peroxides are not the main photolabile functional groups, as it is often proposed in the literature. 58 Instead, they argue that carbonyl groups present in the HOM structures are responsible for the rapid photolysis (i.e., time scale of a few hours), explaining the photolytic degradation of α-pinene-derived SOA products such as HOM. This hypothesis is also consistent with recent reported SOA absorption cross-section data and other laboratory studies, 204, 205 signifying that carbonyls play a major role in the Chemical Reviews , suggesting that lifetimes of such species would be several hours under typical daytime conditions within the aerosol phase. 58 Although more work is clearly needed to confirm such large reactivity of HOM upon irradiation, this study indicates that photolysis might be an important removal pathway of HOM within the particle phase.
HOM ATMOSPHERIC OBSERVATIONS AND IMPACT
The majority of HOM studies have taken place in the laboratory, but several ambient observations have also been reported, as already discussed earlier. In this section, we summarize the atmospheric studies on HOM in both gas and aerosol phase (section 6.1), followed by discussion (section 6.2) on the impacts of HOM on aerosol formation in the atmosphere. using an APi-TOF to measure ambient ions, and subsequent studies have reported similar findings. 7, 132 Later studies of neutral HOM, often in monoterpene-influenced regions, using a CI-APi-TOF, have allowed the quantification of these compounds. Observations at rural background stations in Europe 5, 42, 46, 62, 81, 132, 133, 241 illustrate that the most abundant HOM species (including RO 2 , C 10 monomers, C 10 organonitrates, C 20 dimers) can reach maximum concentrations of , which is 1−2 orders of magnitude higher than typical sulfuric acid concentrations in Europe. The observed concentrations, and the presumably low volatility of HOM, led to the conclusions that HOM condensation may explain a large fraction of the growth of particles between 5 and 50 nm in diameter at SMEAR II. 5 Several studies employing CI-APi-TOF have reported diurnal patterns of HOM. 5, 42, 46, 62, 81, 132, 133, 212 Generally, the dominating peaks in the CI-APi-TOF mass spectrum are attributed to C 10 closed-shell monomers. While the total closed-shell C 10 HOM monomer concentration shows a relatively weak diurnal pattern, the diurnal trends of many of the individual C 10 HOM species are substantial. This is from the result of variation in both the formation and termination pathways of RO 2 radicals, and potential impact from micro-meteorology. 241 Organonitrate 133 In contrast, the C 18 −C 20 HOM dimers and most HOM RO 2 concentrations reach their maximum concentrations during the night as NO decreases the lifetime of RO 2 and prevents formation of HOM dimers during the daytime. Some specific RO 2 (e.g., C 10 H 17 O 9 ) reach maximum concentrations during daytime, illustrating that OH oxidation of monoterpenes also are an important source for HOM, which also was confirmed by laboratory experiments. 46 Yan et al. (2016) found that HOM could be separated into nocturnal (ozone and NO 3 radical oxidation) and daytime (ozone and OH oxidation, NO termination) groups using positive matrix factorization (PMF). 133 The diurnal behavior of the total gas-phase HOM concentration shows two maxima, one around noon and another during late evening ( Figure 12 ). 133, 207 Compounds with molecular formulas corresponding to HOM dimers observed using an iodide ToF-CIMS were studied in detail at the SMEAR II-station by Mohr et al. (2017) . 53 They found concentrations of ∼10 6 −10 7 molecules cm −3 of dimeric monoterpene oxidation products (C 16−20 H y O 6−9 ) in the gas phase and significant signals of corresponding ions in the condensed phase. Other higher m/Q HOM (C 15 ), similar to those found from β-caryophyllene ozonolysis experiments, have also been identified at the SMEAR II station. 134 2, 209 and using a ToF-CIMS in a (semi)polluted location in Brent, AL, USA. 49, 210, 211 One study utilized an iodide ToF-CIMS in an aircraft to obtain HOM measurements over the southeastern USA. 50 Observations from the USA concentrate on isoprene derived HOM during the Southern Oxidant and Aerosol Study (SOAS) during the summer of 2013. Brophy and Farmer (2015) reported observations mainly of carboxylic acids but also a possible product of autoxidation involving biogenic peroxy We report the name of the technique that was mentioned in the publication.
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Review radicals (C 9 H 14 O 5 ) and six oxidation products of isoprene with elemental composition of C 5 H 10 O n (n=3−6) . The most detailed investigation of isoprene derived products of autoxidation involving peroxy radicals from the SOAS campaign was published by Krechmer et al. (2015) . They observed 14 different product isomers generated by autoxidation involving isoprene-derived peroxy radicals (C 5 H 10 O 5−6 and C 5 H 12 O 5−6 ) from a chamber experiment and from ambient air using nitrate ion chemical ionization. Several of the isomers showed a strong diurnal patterns following solar radiation, with concentrations varying between <0.1 and 0.5 pptv (Figure 13 ).
211
Two publications show evidence of HOM in the free troposphere during some specific sunny days. 209 212 Frege et al. (2017) also reported HOM measured over a longer period from the same station. They observed naturally charged ions both in positive and negative ion mode and found oxygenated organic compounds both during the day and night. Positive ions were mostly nitrogen containing, and it was ambiguous whether the spectra contained HOM or amines. However, this may be the first ambient observation of positively charged HOM in the ambient air.
209 Table 4 lists studies reporting ambient observations of HOM in the gas-phase or in SOA, and which measurement technique that was employed.
6.1.2. Particle Phase. The fate of the HOM after condensing onto the particulate phase is not well characterized. While ambient observations of HOM in the gas phase have been reported, studies characterizing their presence in the condensed phase remain sparse due to the analytical challenges involved in sampling and analyzing such compounds (section 3). While many observations of highly functionalized compounds in SOA sampled in field studies have been reported over the past decade, many of these compounds are not proposed to form via the chemistry discussed in this review (i.e., autoxidation) and are not referred to as HOM.
The presence of HOM in the particle phase was first suggested by Mutzel et al. (2015) with measurements done in central Europe. 62 Using off-line analysis, the authors identified seven compounds attributed to HOM. Because of the lack of standards, however, the authors were not able to quantify these products. Using a similar analytical technique, Bruggeman et al. (2017) reported the presence of HOM in a similar environment. 65 Off-line methods suffer from low temporal resolution, hindering the characterization of the fundamental 185 The organic molecules in the particle phase (p) have been divided into HOM monomers without nitrate functional groups (HOM monomers), HOM dimers, organonitrates (ON), and other organic molecules from MCM that are LVOC and SVOC. The C* of the HOM species were estimated with SIMPOL. 184 The volatility distribution represents the average results from simulations of 10 individual new particle formation and growth events covering in total 17 days at the Pallas field station. The organic molecule volatility distribution was generated by distributing the modeled gas-and particle-phase mass concentrations of each organic molecule species (in total more than 700 species) into discrete logarithmically spaced volatility bins according to their individual C* at 298 K. However, the actual fractions of the organic compounds found in the gas and particle phase do not represent their expected equilibrium gas−particle partitioning at 298 K but instead how the organic molecules actually were distributed between the gas and particle phase in the aerosol dynamics model at the ambient conditions at Pallas 
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Review physicochemical processes involving HOM. Taking advantage of the FIGAERO−CIMS, a few studies have been able to monitor the evolution of molecules with elemental composition that can be classified as HOM in aerosol sampled in the USA 49, 68 and Finland. 53 Moreover, the FIGAERO−CIMS was able to confirm the observed temperature dependence of HOM participating in NPF during chamber experiments. 61 Overall, no published studies have provided a complete description or quantification of the HOM in aerosols sampled in both ambient and laboratory environments.
6.2. Atmospheric Impact 6.2.1. SOA Formation. Very few studies have specifically investigated the contribution of HOM to atmospheric SOA formation, and in particular their contribution to the growth of new particles. In measurements conducted in the boreal forest, estimated HOM concentrations were found to be in the range needed to explain growth of 5−50 nm particles. 5 However, this assumes that the measured HOM condense irreversibly, that the measured HOM concentrations are representative of the entire planetary boundary layer (PBL), and that no particle-phase reactions occur (infinite HOM lifetime). Jokinen et al. (2015) implemented experimental results of HOM yields from BVOCs into a global model framework and estimated the impact of HOM on atmospheric cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) formation. 100 In that study, HOM were treated as effectively nonvolatile and contributed together with sulfuric acid to the growth of new particles, starting at 1 nm in diameter. The simulations indicated that the SOA formation from HOM increased the number of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), especially at high water vapor supersaturations. They also showed that HOM primarily contribute to the number of CCN in clean remote regions with low levels of anthropogenic primary particle emissions and where new particle formation has a substantial contribution to the number of CCN. 100 A few studies have used atmospheric chemistry transport models in combination with atmospheric aerosol observations to evaluate the contribution of HOM (ELVOC) from monoterpenes to the OA mass and initial particle growth. In the western Mediterranean region, HOM (ELVOC) has been estimated to contribute to 10% and 15% of the PM 1 OA mass during the summers 2012 and 2013, respectively. 215 At the SORPES station in Nanjing, China, simulations find that HOM (ELVOC) from monoterpenes can explain ∼30% of the observed particle growth below 10 nm in diameter when the air masses are originating over forest regions in South China. 216 Recently, Östrom et al. (2017) published the first study where a detailed autoxidation mechanism involving peroxy radicals and leading to HOM formation from monoterpenes was implemented and used in the process-based aerosol-chemistry transport model ADCHEM. 185 The HOM formation mechanism, which was coupled to the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCMv3.3.1) 166, 217, 218 was based on previous experiment and theoretical results on HOM formation with absolute HOM yields similar to those reported by Ehn et al. (2014) . According to Östrom et al. (2017) , the growth of new particles from 1.5 nm into the 50 nm in diameter size range is dominated by condensation of HOM formed from monoterpenes oxidized by ozone and OH. 185 However, the modeled particle growth is relatively sensitive to the method used to estimate the HOM pure-liquid saturation vapor pressures (p 0 ). Even using the functional group contribution method SIMPOL, 184 which generally predicts orders-of-magnitude lower HOM p 0 than state-of-the-art quantum chemical calculations, 27 most HOM that were simulated to contribute to the SOA formation, are not classified as ELVOC (Figure 14) .
Although ground-(or near-ground-) based observations of HOM in the gas phase exist (see section 6.1.1), it is not straightforward to quantify the sources and sinks of HOM in the atmosphere. The observed HOM concentrations at the ground or above the canopy depend on at least the following variables: (i) their formation rate, which depends on the concentration of BVOCs, NO, HO 2 , O 3 , and OH, (ii) the rate of vertical mixing in the PBL, (iii) the volatility of the HOM (and thus their condensation loss from the gas phase), and (iv) the dry deposition rates of HOM. The later are likely substantial because of the low volatility, presumably high reactivity, and water solubility of HOM. By assuming that all HOM are nonvolatile, the particle growth rates and condensation sink of HOM can be estimated at the location of the measurement site, but this does not necessarily represent the average particle growth rates in the entire planetary boundary layer. Second, if many HOM are LVOC (or even SVOC) and not ELVOC, their lifetime in the gas phase may be longer and their formation rates and contribution to particle growth will be overestimated. Thus, to constrain the contribution of HOM to the growth of particles in the atmosphere, methods are needed that combine both observations and models that can provide detailed information about the gas-phase chemistry, HOM volatility (i.e., p 0 and reactivity in the condensed phase), aerosol dynamics, dry deposition losses, and the planetary boundary layer mixing. To our knowledge, there exist no published studies that provide a complete closure of the modeled and observed HOM(g), the particle composition, and growth rates. ), must have a dominant role in the early growth of new particles over the boreal forest. 219 Since then, many studies have addressed the influence of organic compounds on the formation and growth of new particles. 220−224 However, before the discovery of HOM, the properties and formation pathways of these molecules were not known. 225 The recent experiments conducted in CERN at the CLOUD chamber proved that HOM are able to cluster efficiently with sulfuric acid and form new particles. 90, 226 These experiments have also shown that new particle formation rates derived from these clustering processes may explain the nucleation observed in the ambient atmosphere, specifically over the boreal forest. 90, 226 Sulfuric acid−HOM clusters have been observed in the boreal forest. 132 However, until very recently, it was unclear if HOM can form clusters without sulfuric acid at saturation ratios typical of ambient conditions. Recent laboratory experiments performed in the CLOUD chamber at CERN show that HOM alone can form new particles at atmospheric conditions. 83 The authors speculated that new particle formation and growth by HOM could have been responsible for a large fraction of the CCN during the preindustrial era. 227, 228 However, the importance of pure HOM nucleation in the current-day atmosphere is still unclear, especially if other nucleation agents are present.
Quantum chemical calculations indicate that strong intramolecular hydrogen bonds in HOM containing multiple
Review hydroperoxide-and peroxyacid groups weakens the intermolecular interactions between HOM molecules, and also HOM and sulfuric acid. 27, 229, 230 This implies that most HOM may be more volatile than indicated by state-of-the-art functional group contribution methods 27 and less prone to form new clusters. Indeed, both experimental and theoretical studies also indicate that C 10 monomer HOM, as shown in Figure 10 , are too volatile to participate in nucleation (or even growth below 2 nm). 25 Further, positively charged clusters during α-pinene ozonolysis experiments in the CLOUD chamber contain only even multiples of 10 carbons, starting with C 20 dimers, followed by C 40 , C 60 , etc. 164 It is only at very low temperatures (−25°C) that C 30 clusters appear in the APi-TOF spectra. 164 Thus, it appears that only the C 20 HOM dimers from α-pinene oxidation can be involved in purely biogenic nucleation. Even in that case, the ELVOC HOM dimers do not appear to nucleate at the collision frequency (i.e., it is not kinetic nucleation). nucleate with a probability of only 10 −4 at 300 K. However, because the dimers span a wide range of volatility and thus saturation ratios, a more nuanced view is likely that the collisional efficiency for nucleation ranges from unity (kinetic nucleation) for dimers below some threshold volatility and then taper off as volatility increases (and thus cluster evaporation lifetimes decrease). 231 This is also consistent with the strong observed ion enhancement in pure biogenic nucleation by almost a factor of 100 for [HOM] ≤ 10 7 cm −3 reported in Kirby et al. 83 This can only occur if the corresponding neutral clusters are (on average) relatively inefficient at new particle formation.
Ambient observations also suggest that HOM with low vapor pressure (ELVOC) are involved in NPF. The first indication that HOM contribution to atmospheric nucleation was found by Kulmala et al. (2013) who detected positive correlation with certain HOM and the 1.5−2 nm cluster concentration during active aerosol formation. 213 The first direct ambient evidence that HOM could nucleate by themselves (or at negligible sulfuric acid concentration) was found in the free troposphere at the Jungfraujoch station. 212 Despite the large amount of VOC that are present/emitted in the boreal forest, 232 pure HOM nucleation has never been observed during the daytime. This can be explained by the ubiquity of sulfuric acid at relatively high concentrations, which favors formation of HOM−H 2 SO 4 clusters 132 and excludes pure organic nucleation. 90, 226 However, during the night when the surface HOM dimer concentration are highest, 133 a large number of clusters formed almost exclusively by HOM is frequently observed. 132, 214, 233 The clusters are followed by formation of nocturnal particles/ions that generally do not grow to sizes larger than a few nm in diameter (at times reaching ∼6 nm). 214, 233, 234 Additionally, during some of those nights, up to 40 carbon atom HOM clusters (four α-pinene oxidized units) were identified in the ambient air. 132 This may indicate that pure organic nucleation is occurring but that the overall pool of LVOC HOM monomers is insufficient to drive subsequent growth of the particles.
Generally, it can be concluded that HOM have an important role during continental planetary boundary layer NPF events, during the cluster formation (nucleation) and/or the early particle growth (sub-2−10 nm diameter size range).
SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
This review summarizes the current state of knowledge on highly oxygenated organic molecules (HOM), a class of organic compounds formed by gas-phase autoxidation involving peroxy radicals in the atmosphere. Their initial discovery was made possible through improved detection techniques over the past decade, and together with the indispensable support from quantum chemical calculations, mechanistic insights into their formation pathways have been achieved. In parallel, deeper understanding of the significant impacts of HOM on the formation of secondary organic aerosol and new particles have been realized. However, despite the general understanding that has been attained, key details of many important aspects of HOM formation and properties remain elusive. In a recent perspective, Ehn et al. (2017) listed several challenges for the chemical kinetics community pertaining to HOM. 235 Below, we expand on these and describe some of the most urgent needs for continued fast progress within the exciting field of HOM research.
While autoxidation is known to be critical in HOM formation, there is a lack of direct measurements of individual H-shift rates, not to mention the temperature dependence of these (which is likely to be highly variable over the range of typical temperatures in the atmosphere). Such measurements would greatly facilitate computational validation, but they are challenging due to the short time scales involved in many of the isomerization steps. More generally, HOM quantification is, as discussed in section 3, still very uncertain, relying on sensitivity estimates from either proxy calibrants such as H 2 SO 4 , or kinetic limitations such as maximum collision rates. Simpler and more robust calibration techniques would be of great value. Equally important as the quantification is the structure elucidation of HOM. However, current mass spectrometric techniques only yield information about the HOM molecular formulas, which severely hampers the development of detailed formation mechanisms for many atmospherically relevant systems. Thus, there is a need for new analytical techniques and innovative experimental setups to allow fast-and detailed characterization of HOM.
Certain systems, such as the ozonolysis of α-pinene, have been studied extensively, yet an unambiguous mechanistic understanding of HOM formation is still lacking. At the same time, many other relevant precursor molecules have also been probed, and a large fraction of these have shown considerable HOM yields with one or more atmospheric oxidants. To our knowledge, no targeted laboratory studies have been carried out with other oxidants than ozone and OH radicals, although NO 3 radicals have been shown to be important in the night-time formation of HOM in the boreal forest. HOM formation has been observed from isoprene, monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, and aromatics, and one can expect that other compound groups also may be found to have surprisingly high HOM yields. We therefore encourage future work to determine HOM yields using different oxidants, different VOC, and in different combinations of these.
As with many aspects of atmospheric chemistry, HOM are also greatly influenced by NO x . The role of NO and NO 2 in HOM formation needs further investigation from a mechanistic point of view. NO radicals to large extent control the fate of peroxy radicals: at high concentrations, NO + RO 2 reactions may outcompete autoxidation propagation reactions, while at low concentrations, NO can change the HOM product distribution by decreasing HOM dimer formation from RO 2 + RO 2 reactions. HOM dimer formation, which itself is a process that has eluded a conclusive theoretical explanation (see section 4.2.1), has been linked to formation of new particles, and therefore a detailed description of this branching ratio is critical from a climatic perspective. For understanding the ultimate atmospheric impacts of HOM, not only their concentrations need to be known but also their physicochemical properties such as volatility and reactivity. For example, their fate in the condensed phase remains unresolved, as are their interactions with other gasphase species associated with new-particle formation, i.e., sulfuric acid and bases such as ammonia and amines.
Finally, as mentioned in section 6, a more complete network of atmospheric HOM observations are needed in order to understand the sources and importance of HOM in different environments. For example, the Amazon should be a very large source of HOM formed from isoprene and monoterpenes, yet no studies including HOM observations from this region exist. Ideally, HOM measurements should be carried out at different sites as well as at different altitudes in order to understand the vertical distribution. This would help resolve the impact of low temperatures on HOM formation and HOM clustering and contribution to new particle formation. We now know that HOM can contribute to formation of new particles without the presence of sulfuric acid, but it is important to better quantify where and when these mechanisms are (or were) important for atmospheric aerosol formation. This will help us to better understand preindustrial aerosol formation before the presence of anthropogenic SO 2 emissions contributed to atmospheric new particle formation. In the same year, she was selected as Wallenberg Academy Fellow. The characterization of the chemical composition of organic aerosol particles and organic trace gases by means of advanced mass spectrometric techniques, and the investigation of their sources, formation, and transformation processes, and fate in the atmosphere in the field and laboratory, lie at the heart of her research.
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